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Garden Department
Plans Open Meet

The Garden Department of the
Murray Woman's Club will hold
an open meeting at the club house
Support Base Vandergrift in to get into the base without
By BERT W. OKULEY
on Thursday, April 1, at 1:30 p.m.
SAIGON (UP!)—Communist Quang Tri province.
Paul
Winstead, district
warning.
sappers infiltrated a U.S. Capt. Doan Co, commander
superintendent of the DepartIn cities from 10,000 to 25.000 ment of Fish and Wildlife
artillery base below Da Nang of the Hac Bao unit, told a UPI The undetermined number of
here's how the crime rate stacks Resources, will present "The
Sunday and killed 33 Americans correspondent the raid had North Vietnamese moved up to
up for 1970 over 1969: total is up Kentucky Whitetail and His
and wounded 76 in the heaviest been planned to last three days the perimeter under cover of a
15 per cent; violent crimes up 15 Friends", a color movie, chosen
one day casualty toll for and that the operation originat- fog and then broke through
per cent; cirnes against property by the Outdoor Writers of
behind a 50 to 60 round mortar
Americans since
February, ed at the "highest levels" of
up 15 per cent; murder down 10 America as the best of its kind in
1969, military spokesmen re- the U.S. and South Vietnamese barrage.
per cent; forcible rape down 2 per the nation.
ported today. Other sources governments in
hopes of In the heavy fighting that
cent; robbery up 15 per cent; The film is a pictorial record of
told of an abortive South capturing high-ranking Commu- lasted for an hour, 12 North
aggravated assault up 16 er cent; the way over twenty species of
Vietnamese strike into Laos.
nist officers.
Vietnamese were reported
burglary up 12 per cent; larceny wild life live during the different
Report
of
the
abortive killed. The Americans called in
The sources said 40 U.S. mission came as 1,000 demonof $50 and over up 21 per cent; seasons, and features the deer,
helicopters, jet fighters and
helicopters were loaded with a strators converged on city hall
auto theft up to 10 per cent.
red foxes, mink, racoon, and over
artillery to pound the area
South
Vietnamese
Black Pan- in Saigon Sunday to urge an
twenty other species of Kentucky
surrounding the base, but no
ther commando group for a invasion of North Vietnam.
In New York, in 1970, 94,835 Wildlife. This is National Wildlife
fire was directed on the base
Laos
but
inside
20
miles
strike
automobiles were stole.
week and should prove most
Informed U.S. sources said any itself during the fighting.
that the strike was halted when thought about an attack into
interesting, according to Mrs.
fighter-bombers sent in to bomb North Vietnam had ended with The base was not identified
In Chicago 39,268 cars were John Livesay, chairman of the
the Communist positions ran the abrupt conclusion of the by name pending notification of
stolen.
department.
into extremely heavy ground Laos incursion.
next of kin of those killed and
Names for new members will
fire. B52s had hit the area Communist sappers infiltrat- wounded. However, military
Blooming at our place: be tabled and should be subearlier.
Japonica, Jonquils, Forsythia, mitted in sealed envelopes, said
RED ROCKET'S GLARE—A couple of GIs stand by a gap:ng hole made by a Comed the American artillery base spokesmen said it was an
munist rocket in metal runway of the busy Khe Sanh
Pussy Willow.
in South Vietnam.
Mrs. Livesay, who urges all
South Vietnamese President about 50 miles southwest of Da America' Division base 330
members to attend.
Nguyen Van Thieu said on Nang under cover of a heavy miles northeast of Saigon. The
In leaf at our place: Buckeye Hostesses for the meeting will
Friday the Laotian operation mortar attack and low lying 600 Americans on the base
Tree.
be Miss Maude Nance, Mrs. L. W.
"continues" hut did not say fog. They' hurled explosives into
Paschall, Mrs. J. Edgar Pride,
what further action was the GI bunkers before being
Trees with big buds on them: and Mrs„ Dewey Ragsdale.
planned. Military sources dis- driven off in a fight in which 12
Wild Cherry, Scaly Bark, Hard
closed today that the elite Hac attackers were killed.
Head,Black Gum, Red Dogwood,
Bao Black Panther) troops of It was the heaviest U.S. loss
White Dogwood, Tulip Poplar,
Out of 13 entries in the State and Laurie Beatty, trombone
the 1st South Vietnamese since Feb. 24, 1969, When 36
Post Oak.
Solo and Ensemble Contest held choir.
Two traffic collisions were Hantry Division had boarded U.S. Marines were killed and 97
Saturday at Murray State Receiving "second" ratings investigated
by the Murray helicopters for the planned wounded in coordinated asUniversity, Murray High School were Kenn Harrell, snare drum: Police
saults on twin bases near the
Department on Sunday, strike when it was aborted.
repres_entativ_e_s__ received ten Michele
Richardson, Fren& ut-n
orr the _ The sources said the -40 UM Demilitarized Zone. It also as
"firsts" and three "seconds," Horn: Jana Jones, Candy reports.
Huey helicopters with the 300 the first heavy fighting reportFigured we had better call Jim
according to Phil Shelton, music Walker, Debbie McMillen and '
Hac Bao quick reaction force ed in South Vietnam in weeks.
McCuiston to come get our Wheel The Hazel Adult Farmer Class, instructor.
Matarazzo, clarinet Cars involved in the collision at aboard were halted at Fire Military sources said eleSally
Trigg County achieved a grand
Horse and get it all tuned up for taught by Carmon Parks, Those receiving "first" rating quartet.
4:45 pm:. were a 1964 Ford four
ments of the Arnerical Division
the summer, sharpen the blades vocational agricultural teacher, were Becky Terhune, oboe solo; The State Band Contest will be door sedan,driven by John Mark
were rushed to the base to slam at Murray Saturday, by
and otherwise get it ready for thc were entertained with a dinner at Sara Sams,flute solo; Bettye Jo on April 3 at Murray State. The Hale of 303 North 5th Street,"secure" it after the Commu- winning the Speech Sweepstake
grass growing season ahead. the Holiday Inn on Friday Ward and Jane Wager, cornet Murray High School Band will Murray, and a 1966 Plymouth two
nist attack. At the same time, trophies in both the Senior High
Yard actually needs mowing evening, March 26, with the Dees so o.
play at 3:30 p.m. The admission door hardtop,driven by Billy Lee
America! Division investigators and Junior divisions. The Cadiz
now.
Bank of Hazel and Mr. and Mrs. Group winning "firsts" in- is free and everyone is cordially Barnett of Murray Route Two. FRANKFORT, Ky.—In began a probe to determine group swept by Paducah TilghRandall Patterson as hosts.
keeping with his county-by- how the Communists managed man 110 to 94 for the senior high
cluded: Betty Jo Ward and invited to come out and support
Polite said Barnett, going west county campaign throughout
crown and edged Murray High
We thought that all the Slate This is an annual occasion for Emily Belto, cornet duet; Betty the Band. Shelton said.
on Pine Street, failed to stop at Kentucky, Lt. Gov. Wendell H.
and Heath who tied for second in
Colored Juncoes had taken wing the farmers to be entertained by Jo Ward and Freya Larson,
the stop sign at North 5th Street Ford will visit three more
junior high, 34 to 26. Murray High
for Canada but we still have the Dees Bank. The courses on cornet and clarinet duet; John
and collided with the Hale car counties on Wednesday, April 7.
s about throe or tour. Thom tiny "Farm Management", were well McKee and Freya Larson, flute
finished third in the senior
going north on 5th Street.
birds summer in Canda spend attended with twenty-two far- and clarinet duet; John McKee,
thvlaion. Points are awarded to
Damage to the Hale car was on The Democratic gubeTITAteiria
their winter in this area
mers enrolled, Parks said.
individuals on the basis of five for
Sara Sams, Ellen Quertermous
The
Murray
Fire
Department
the right front and to the Barnett candidate will be campaigning in
a superior rating, three for exIn speaking before the group and Beth Wilson, flute quartet:
answered
a
call
Saturday
at
4:45
and
McCracken
Ballard,
caron the left front.
cellent and one for good. All
The FBI crime report, just Patterson stressed the proper use Larry Stinker, Nancy Hart, Dan
Three tires and wheels were
Calloway: counties Wednesday. p.m. to the residence of Mr and speech events count in the
released,shows that crome in the of money, kinds of loans that Tinsley, Penny Terhune, Don reported stolen from a 1961 Ford,
Mrs. Ralph Ray, 1707 Olive scoring except
debate and oneUnited States in 1970 was up 11 were available, and the irn- Jones, Tim Philpot, Rexie Stalls owned by Nathan Stubblefield, Sunday at 9:36 p.m. John
Michael Graves of White Hall The Lieutenant Governor will Street:
act plays. Tilghman had capportance of using credit wisely.4.
per cent over 1969.
8:
30,
from
Wickliffe
sometime between six p.m. Dormitory, Murray
campaign
in
Firemen
used
to
the
booster
State
tured First Regional honors
He said that the size of arm
Friday and seven a.m. Saturday, University, from Harrodsburg, 10:15 a.m.. Then, at noon, he will extinguish the flames from a
earlier in debate while Christian
It was 12 per cent in 1968 and 17 operations today are so large that
according to the report made to driving a 1964 Ford two door, was address the Paducah Rotarx,grease fire on the stove. Damage
County claimed first place in.
arty all farmers needed credit
per cent the year before that, so
the Murray Polies Department going south on North 6th Street Club. Later Wednesday evening,'v.ra-g reported to the cabinets and
drama.
things are looking up some and that its use was as valuable
rally
on Saturdan at 7:02 a.m.
evening
an
attend
will
Ford
wall of the kitchen. Mr. Ray is 411 inglividuals who ranked
hit a bump at Pine and 6th
in the operation as machinery or The organizational meeting for
anyway.
reported to have burned his hand sukrior will represent Region
his honor at Murray.
other production costs. Patterson the Combs-Carroll campaign in Stubblefield told police he had Streets lost control of his car on in
in the blaze.
One in the State Tournament
said it was the sincere desire of Calloway County has been left his car parked on Industrial the wet pavement, and hit two
Saturday at 12:40 p.m. the finals at the University of Kenthe Dees Bank to serve the people postponed from April 1, 1971 to Road about sixp.m. Friday wfien parked cars, according to the
-firemen used the booster to ex- tucky Lexington Campus April
of the community efficiently and April 6. The meeting will be held the battery went dead. He told notice report.
tinguish the flames on a vacant 19-21. The teams from Tilghman
with courtesy.
in the Circuit Court Room of the police that a person or persons
Graves' car was damaged on
lot at First and Ash Streets.
in debate, senior devision: Trigg,
Dewey Yates, manager of Calloway County Courthouse at 7 has pushed the car to the Parking the front and left sides. The other
lot of Fitts Block C,ompanv and cars were one owned by the An .open dance will be held at
South Central Bell Telephone P.O.
(Continued on Page Eight)
CITED
SEVEN
All persons interested in the removed both back tires and Murray Water and Sewer the Calloway County Country Seven persons were cited by
Word has been received of the Company, Murray,showed a film
wheel
front
"Decorations Combs-Carroll team are urged to wheels and left the
System,damaged on the left side, Club Saturday, April 3, from 9 the Murray Police Department
,death of Mrs. Ola Owen Ross, entitled
and tire.
and a 1963 Volkswagen two door until 1 o'clock for members and on Saturday and Sunday. They
formerly of Calloway County, Unlimited". Other special guests be at this meeting," Carl M. Stout
B. Miller, aexi Ron Christopher, county co- Sunday at 11:06 a. m. the police owned by John Trotter of 313 their guest.
who passed away Sunday mor- were William
were three for driving while
were notified of a drink box at 11011 North 6th Street, according to the Reid Hale will play.
ning at a hospital in Little Rock, superintendent of Calloway chairman said.
intoxicated, one for public
County
Schools,
and
Mrs.
Miller.
police
The
committee
report.
chairmen, .Chestnut Street being brroke
Chairman for the evening are Mr. drunkenness, one for reckless Members of the Murray High
Ark.
Class members and guests chairwomen
and
precinct into. It was not known how much
and Mrs. Eugene Flood, The driving and going wrong way on SchOol
Mrs. Ross was 71 years of age
Parent
Teacher
planning committee includes Mr. one way street, one for reckless Association will hear the Band
and was the daughter of the late attending the dinner were Mr. chairmen are requested to bring money was taken from the
and
Mrs.
Wallace
Lassiter,
Mr.
their
lists
of
precinct
workers
to
LOST LICENSES
machine, the police report said.
and Mrs. A. W. Simmons, Jr., Dr. driving, and one for unnecessary tomorrow night, March 30, in
Jack Owen and Mattie Falwell
Mrs. Dorothy Verwey of Three persons from. Calloway and Mrs. John Quertermous, Dr. noise.
Owen of the Hico Community in and Mrs. Frank Turner, Mr. and this meeting.
concert at seven o'clock in the
Calloway County. She was a Mrs. Hildred Paschall, Mr. and The Combs-Carroll office has Hamlin reported to the police at County' have recently had their and Mrs. Jim Hart, Mr. and Mrs.
school auditorium.
Mrs.
Elisha
Taylor,
Mr.
and
Mrs.
opened
at
508
been
Main
Street
in
drivers
m.
Sunday
12:24
suspended
a.
ac- Alfred Lindsey and Mr. and Mrs.
VOLUNTEERS .rs EEDED
licenses
that the
resident of Little Rock, Ark.
Director Phil Shelton will
Volunteers are needed at the present his group in varied.
Funeral and burial services James Euell Erwin, Mr. and Mrs. the National Hotel building and distributor, fuel lines, and wires cording to the list released by the Maurice Humphrey.
John
Morgan,
Mr.
and
Mrs.
,will be opened on a limited basis,. xi her 1962 Volkswagon were torn Department of Public Safety. The decorations committee is Day Care Center located on Main
will be held in Conway, Ark., on
selections including their contest
Marvin Hill, Mr. and Mrs. the co-chairmen announced. The up while it was parked at the They are: Ralph S. King, 421 S. annposed of Mr. and
Mrs. Street, according to Mrs. Tom music.
Tuesday.
Tolbert
Story,
Mr.
and
Mrs.
R.
M.
telephone
number
for
the
office
is,
10th,
Moose Club. according to the
Murray; Hugh Gene tornmy D. Taylor, Dr. and Mrs. J. Brown, Volunteer Coordinator of PTA President A. I Willis
Survivors are her husband,
police report
Adams, 1610 Kirkwood, Murray: Russell Ross, Mr. and Mrs. Bill the project. Those who wish to urges the public to attend this
Johnny Katie Ross, Sr., Little Vance, Mr. and Mrs. Torrunye 744-5039.
Vance,
Mr.
and
Mrs.
Milford Orr,
and Steven K. Ethel-Fon, Rt. 5, Hina, and Dr. and Mrs. Conrad give their services to the center meeting and
Rock, Ark;two daughters, Mrs.
hear the outstanding
may call 436-2345.
Murray.
Jones.
Julia MCGaha of Little Rock, Mr. and Mrs. Richard Vance, Mr.
program which will be presented.
and
Mrs.
Hershel
Shelton,
Miss
Ark., and Mrs. A. W. Williams of
St. Charles, Mo.; two sons, J. K. Betty Hill, Frank Hill, and Max
Ross, Sr., of Fort Worth, Texas, Parks.
and Thomas Owen Ross of
Seabrook, Texas.
Also surviving are three
FRANKFORT, Ky. (UPI)—A. taxed to dee* 1%the last 12
sisters, Mrs. Mike Falwell of
B. "Happy" Chandler, former years."
•
Hazel Route One, Mts. Marvin
)itajor league baseball com- Additional revenue, Chandler
Kentucky: Partly cloudy west missioner and two-term Ken- said, could be raised from asking
Colson of Almo Route One, and
Mrs. Lora Hays of Paducah; two and central and decreasing. tucky Governor,filed today as an the Federal Government "to let
brothers, Robert Owen of Murray cloudiness east and cooler today. independent candidate for us keep our tobacco taxes or if
and Edwin Owen 'of Paducah; Widely scattered showers Governor in the- November^that fails, letting us keep our
two sisters-in-law, Mrs. Beatrice southeast ending by noon. Fair election.
whisky taxes."
Chandler, 72, filed petitions of Chandler said he was also
Owen of Murray Route Six and and cooler tonight and Tuesday.
Mrs. Clarence Vaughn of Highs today mid to upper 5. candidacy bearing about 2,500 considering a sweepstakes lotWoodlwan, Calif.; eight grand- Lows tonight mostly in the 30s. signatures to nominate his as the tery to raise money. "That will
children; two great grand- Highs Tuesday upper 40s to low independent candtdate of the bring some criticism I knoif He
children.
Commonwealth Party. He said It said, "But I would put it to.a vote
was the 16th time he had run for and let the people decide...
MOVE TO MURRAY
statewide office.
Looking fit and robust,
Mr. and Mrs. Holton Byars are
Chandler was elected governor Chandler said he did not feel he
low residing in Murray after
as a Democrat in 1935 and 1955. was too old to run, with his 73rd
living in Detroit, Mich., for many
He was defeated in the birthday approaching July 14.
'ears. Their daughter, Mrs. Jack
Democratic Primary in 1963 and "For the last 20 years. they
Watkins. lives in Murray, as well Revival services at the Oak 1967 when he ran for Governor. said I was too young,"
said,
is Mr Byars' sisters, Mrs. Odie Grove Baptist Church started
"'The Democrats have been "now suddenly I'm tort .
they'
Morris and Mrs. Fred Smith.
Sunday and will continue through against me since the first time I
Sunday, April I, with the worship ran," Chandler noted when asked
Chandler resigned from: his
TIME CHANGED
each evening at 7. 30.
about his first independent first term as Governor • was
The revival services at the Mt.
candidacy. "Of course I've )pointed to the U. S. St- •,'. He
Sinai Baptist Church, scheduled Rev. Charles Hall of Big Sandy, always gotten Some Republican was elected senator the f wing
through Saturday:. will be held at Tenn.. is the evangelist. The votes, you know."
year, but resigned this
to
seven p.m. instead of 7:30p.m as pastor, Rev. Earl Smotherman, The reduction of taxes would be become
commission":
of
A KEEP IN-THE DEE-P—Bound for a scrap yard in Ports—
prettousty announced by the extends a cordial invitation to the his RI*I n platform aim, Chandler organized baseball. He s, \ ed in
'bottom of the Rappahannock River at" Norfolk, after
mohth,
rh6 aii craft cal rier Leyte rests on the
public to attend
church members.
said, -"Me people have just been that post from 1945 to bi
high win Caused her anchor to puncture bitr bottom

Ten Murray High Students Rate Traffic Collisions
First Solo & Ensemble Contest Investigated By

Police On Sunday

Wendell Ford To
Visit Calloway

Firemen Called To

Wheels And Tires
Stolen From Car

Ralph Ray Home

rombs-Carroll
Meet
Is Set For April 6

Open Dancerlanned
At Calloway Club

Murray High Band
To Play At Meet

The Weather

)NLY
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And In County

Revival This Week
At Oak Grove
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Third Suit
Bible Thoughtfor Today Is Filed In
Fatal Wreck

THE LEDGER & TIMES

PUBLISHED by LEDCER & TIMES PUBLISHING COMPANY,
Inc., Consolidation of the Murray Ledger, The Calloway Times. and
The Times-Herald, October 20, 1928, and the West Kentuckian,
January 1, 1942.
103 N 4th Street. Murray. Kentucky 42071. Phone 753 1916

And Jesus answering them began to say, Take heed lest any
man deceive you.—Mark 13:5.
Deception is one of the greatest dangers that confronts us, and
the best defense is to "watch and pray."

A third lawsuit has been
brought in McCracken Circuit
Court against James M. SoloJAMES C. WILLIAMS. PUBLISHER
men of Calvert City as the reEditor,
the
to
Letters
Advertising.
any
reject
to
right
the
reserve
We
sult of an automobile accident
or' Public Voice items which, in our opinion, are not for the bent
on April 20, 1970, in which two
interest of our readers.
persons received fatal injuries.
1609
00.,
WITSCER
WALLACE
ATIVES:
—
ESINT
R
FtEPNATIONAL
Ibis suit is brought on behalf
Madison A,Memphis,Tenn.; Ttme & We Bldg. New York. N.Y.,
of Michael Powell, 16, by his
Stephenson Bldg., Detroit, Mich.
by Cart Riblet Jr
guardian, his grandmother Mrs.
Entered Daily at the Post Office,- Murray, Kentucky, for
Sarah B. Rupp, and seeks
Vice President Agnew, still swinging at
transmission as Second Class Matter
awards for damages of
8402,111.77.
and television, is privately reported to
newspapers
per
35e,
week
per
Murray,
in
Carrier
By
RATES.
st7BsCIPTION
be sunk in despair because ncOody, not even the
Powell's parents, Mr. and
Month $1.52. In Calloway and adjoining counties, per year, $5.50;
zones 1 & 2, $13.00, Elsewhere 81600. All service subscriptions $8.00.
Mrs. Kenneth Powell, died as a
President, has of late filled his cup to overflowing
result of the wreck Of1 the South
with messages of congratulation, encouragement,
-The outstanding civic Asset of a Corannusity is the
Beltline at Old Mayfield Road.
Integrity el it, Newspaper"
gratitude or wonder.
Powell died immediately and
Mrs. Powell died in a local
MONDAY—MARCH 29, 1971
hospital a short time later. Pow"Has God forgotten all I
ell was a McCracken County
have done for him?"
Justice of the Peace at the time
XIV
—Louis
of his death.
Michael Powell suffered intraveling plaque to the local unit with the
Final plans are being completed for First
for several counties in this area juries to his back and leg, in
largest
per
of
increase
cent
membership for
District PTA Spring Conference to be held at
and I hope will merit your con- addition to multiple cuts and
the year I 970-7 I. Pictured left to right; Mrs.
Zeite4:1 Nieidig2,
hI
Calvert City Elementary School on April 6,
The word has gone out throughout the land.
sideration in future thoughts and abrasions.
E.
M.
Fuller, First District Program
to
1971 at 7:15. Mrs. Fuller holds the silver
comments about crops in genera
The present decade will see the greatest effort
The lawsuit claims negligence
Chairman; Mrs. Melvin Earles, First District
tray that will be presented to the local PTA
Mr. Jim Williams
clear
is
This
cfor this part of Kentucky.
attempted.
ever
President; Mn. W. L. Bennett, Jr.,
the part of Solomon was the
on
conquer cancer
unit with the largest delegation at the Spring
Ledger & Times
Membership chairman First District.
cause of the accident.
Conference. Mrs. Bennett will present the
from new initiatives in both the Presidential and
Murray, Kentucky
Kindest Regards,
The suit seeks $50,000 in punithe Congressional branches of government.
H. E. Chrisman
tive damages; $2,111.77 for hostaken
been
Jim:
Dear
In the Congress the initiative has
pital expenses, and $350,000 for
P. S. I intend to ask Dr. Reiss pain and suffering.
through introduction of legislation calling for a
about
article
feature
the
read
I
why popcorn was not mentioned.
Two lawsuits previously were
Conquest of Cancer Act. This resulted from the
corn on the first page of section
filed against Solomon, owner of
of
Committee
National
The
recommendations of
two in the March 24th issue
the Solomon Construction ComLedger & Times with much inThe Almanac
Consultants, which included top scientists,
pany'
terest.
By United Press International
One, filed by Mrs. Myrtle
business executives, labor leaders, three past
The evaluation of crop
Lena Powell, administratrix of
presidents of the American Cancer Society and a
production appeared reasonable Today is Monday, March ',f9,
Powell's estate, seeks awards of
number of ACS Board members.
It was filed in Octounfamiliar and I hope encouraging to our the 88th day of 1971.
$288,899.65.
indeed
was
FJ-IA
special
with
peovisuini
SAWISLAK
818,503,
B.
By ARNOLD
ber, 1970.
President Nixon has also called for stepped
inner cities, growers in this area. But I cannot The moon is between its new
WASHINGTON UPI)—Theo- for large families or unusually. with housing in the
A second lawsuit, filed by Mrs.
it had for years help but wonder why Dr. William phase and first quarter.
up approprigiOns for cancer research and
ry: people take more pride in high-cost areas that permit mainly because
University
Rupp as adrninistratrix of Mrs.
homes in poor Reiss, Purdue
insuring
avoided
that
one
stars
the
morning
are
to
The
similar
Venus,
high
as
go
as
own
to
effort
their
of
prices
$24,000
care
better
an
and
proposed that
Powell's estate, seeks awards
bad risks. The Agronomist did not suffest Mars and Jupiter.
property than someone else's. The result is that welfare neighborhoods as
brought man to the moon and that split the atom
popcorn as an alternative, The evening stars are Mercu- of $0.5,250. It was filed in Noand
thing,
FHA's
were
suburbs
Proposal: the government mothers have been able in
vember, 1970.
prepared to especially as Indiana is a large ry and Saturn.
be conducted in the fight against cancer.
poor families SkIlle areas to use the public it simply was not
should help
The present lawsuit brings the
popcorn growing state. I do Those born on this day are
these
alone
let
appraise,
properly
For the American Cancer Society
had
payments
that
become homeowners instead of assistance
total amount of claims against
popcorn was not men- under the sign of Aries.
assume
of
kind
the
inspect,
a
are
thoroughly
They
gratifying.
developments are deeply
been going for rent on small
renters.
upon to tioned because it is a small crop President John Tyler was Solomon to 81,141,261X/.
Congress liked both the apartments to start buying buildings it was called
_ Salomon was indicted by a
tribute to the long and patient efforts the Society
in relation to_fiekl.corn and sa • fri Mardi 29, Ino:—
iosuEe
and,
-Also
homes
proposal,
relatitzely_coomytheory and. the_
McCracken grand jury on two
was beans yet an important con- On this day in history:
also
has exerted to secure proper national priorities
:FHA
SecOndly,
section 235 of the 1968 housing aided have been the so-called
charges of involuntary manof
economy
biggest
overall
the
to
tributor
second
buyers
nation's
housing
the
to
3ccustomed
aganst
fight
the
for
In 1812 the first wedding was slaughter in the first degree for
law established a new mortgage "working poor," especially
growers.
many
purchaown
their
performed in the White House. the Powell deaths.
disease killer. These are achievements similar
subsidy program for poor and couples with large families and who policed
But I would like to suggest that
ses. The middle-class purchaser
Mrs. Lucy Payne Washington,
moderate income families. In small incomes.
to the setting up of the government's national
usually has the wit and caution the Ledger & Times might assist sister-in-law
President C
of
was
originally
program
operation,
of
years
two
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Royals Are Counting ORA/lay
And Patek To Improve Team
FORT MYERS, Fla. (UPI)—
Big Jerry .May and little
Freddie Patek, both obtained
from the Pittsburgh Pirates in
a winter trade, are two reasons
why the Kansas City Royals
are hoping to improve on their
fourth-place finish of the last
two years in the American
League West.
The righthanded May is
expected at least to platoon as
the
Royals' catcher, and
possibly be the No. 1 man, and
Patek —at 5-feet-4 the smallest
man in the major leagues —is
expected to glue the infield
together by taking over at
shortstop.
Otherwise, Bob Lemon, starting his first full season as
manager of the Royals after
replacing Charlie Metro in midseason 1970, will be calling on
pretty much the same group of
players as last year, and in the
Royals' case that's
good,
because it's a young club with
several developing players who
may be just coming into their
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Actually, the outfield is the
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However, Baltimore appeared series, Monroe returned to hit
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headed
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was then taken to a hospital forwere another stroke back at
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average doesn't quite tell his Spriggs.
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dressed in black —has a chance Player for the lead going into dangerous man on a basketball damaged right side
batting worth —he was tied for
with 8:24 second high scorer for the
court. And that makes BaltiBob Oliver, the Royals' top to become the first golfer to
the round but faltered to a par- more dangerous.
the league lead in doubles, third
left in the second quarter and Bullets with 21 points, said,
power hitter with 27 homers win three tournaments in a row
72, mainly by bogeying the- Monroe was taken to the the 76ers leading 33-29. He fell "not many guys could come out
in triples, seventh in total hits, and 99
runs-batted-in is back since Arnold Palmer did it way
and do the job he did after,
fourth and fifth holes.
13th in runs, 18th in average, for first base and
dressing room in shock, not to the floor in path in a corner
Cookie Rojas, back in 1962.
being in shock and taped up. He
Otis, who was obtained from .260, is at second. Patek, who Player charged through the Palmer fired a 69 for 279 and even knowing who he was, from of the court, and doctors
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trades then, and if the Pirates' and the word is that Patek, who to win it by two strokes over Player started slowly, sinking lead the Bullets to a 111-103 room.
The Bullets led only 97-95.
a birdie on the second hole on a victory over the Philadelphia
Nobody expected him back.
deal turns out as well, the led the International League in Lee Trevino.
25-foot putt but three-putting 76ers in the Eastern Division "It was unbelievable that he with 2:40 left, but three straight
Royals will be mighty happy. stolen bases on his way up to
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Otis will be flanked in the the Pirates, will be given the Greater Jacksonville Open in a for abogey on the fourth. But playoffs.
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possibly Joe Keough in right. chance to play third base full champion.
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New York ahead 73-71 with less
and a possible bonus bidding Jim McDaniels, who scored righthander who had a 9-4
"We
have
power
and
we
-the Heritage Classic and the
brought Billy Cunningham and
ABA Standings
war.
36 points in leading Western record with the Pirates as a Danny Thomas Open
showed it by beating Massa- than five minutes left in the
in Decem- By United Press International Doug Moe down South from
"Whoever pays the most will Kentucky to third place with a long and short reliever, and
chusetts, Providence and Duke third period.
ber of 1969.
New York and three years ago
East
Although New York never
get me," the 6-7 Rowe said. "I 77-75 victory over Kansas, was probably will play the same
—all good teams."
-I think it's time for him to
W. L. Pet. GB carried Bill Chamberlain to It was
trailed again, Atlanta pulled to
don't care where I play, just offered $2.2 million by the role with the Royals —as well
Chamberlain
who
go home," quipped runnerup x-Virginia
54 28 659 ... Chapel Hill.
how much money I get. If the Carolina Cougars of the ABA, a as starting.
provided the steam for the within one point with 9:04 left.
Chamberlain narrowed his
43 39 524 11
gioney were right, I'd play in, Louisville paper reported. He Heading the pitching staff are Trevino after playing the final Kentucky
Carolina
choo-choo, scoring 10 However, Frazier and Dave
round
with
Player on the par New York
40 42 .488 14 selection to two schools — straight. points and 15.ovarall
Canada.''
was dratted by Utah, but Dick Drago (9-15) and lefty Jim
to. Debusschere combined tdr fiVe
72, 6,970-yard Country Club of Floridians
37 46 446 171
/
2 Princeton and North Carolina a 19-point Tar Heel surge ,tha straight -points as'the KnIcls
"I'd be stupid if I -didn't wadi Carolina apparently had ac- Rookier
(10-15). Other starting Miami course.
35 48 191
Pittsburgh
/
2 and the Tar Heels won out.
and see what the NBA did," quired the rights to him.
carried his club into a runaway pulled away'.
candidates include Al Fitzmor- Player beat Trevino by
The 6-foot-6 Chamberlain, a
two Carolina
Willis Reed had 26 points for
33 49 .402 21
Wicks said.
The 7-foot McDaniels, who led ris (8-5), Bill Butler (4-12) and
12-point lead and earned him
strokes with a 68 to Trevino's
Junior, had his greatest day as
the Knicks, and Dick Barnett
West
'the Cleveland Cavaliers indi- all NCAA tournament scorers Dave Morehead (3-5).
the MVP award.
Veteran 69 in the final round. Player
W. L. Pct. GB a collegian Saturday when he St. Bonaventure rallied from added 23. Atlanta was led by
cated an incerest in making the with 147 points and made the Ted Abernathy,
submarine ball went into the round a stroke
Indiana
58 24 .707 ... scored a career high 34 points a 16-point halftime deficit to Walt Bellamy with 29 points. •
6-8 All-Amiirican and two-time All-Tournament
Team
with pitcher acquired from the
ahead of Trevino and finished Utah
56 27 .675 2/
1
2 that led North Carolina to an defeat Duke, 92-88 in overtime
NCAA All-Tournament player Patterson, Wicks, Porter and Cards, had a 9-3
record with with a 14-under-par 274, two
40 41 .494 171
Memphis
/
2 84-66 victory over Georgia Tech for third place. Greg Gary led Newley-Hackett team
their No. 1 selection. Someone Villanova's Hank Siemiontkow- the Royals plus
a 2.57 earned strokes
HOLLYWOOD (UPI)
in
front
of
the Texas
28 54 341 30 in the NIT Title game.
asked Wicks about 7-2 Artis ski, said he had not given his run average
the Bonnies with 20 points, Anthony Newley and Buddy
It was a case of Chamber28 54 .341 30
nilmOte of Jacksonville signing pro career any serious con- relief corps. and heads the flamboyant Mexican-American. Denver
while Richie O'Connor scored a Hackett will tour in summer
Young Jerry McGee, a native
lain's offense and a Tar Heel
Sunday's Results
a $2.7 million contract with sideration.
game-high 30 for Duke.
Lemon
had
the
Royals
stock as a team this summer.
defense that kept Tech star
Kentucky of the ABA.
"I don't have any preference playing .500 ball from Aug. 17 of the Ohio hill country, shot a Indiana 146 Denver 126
six-under-par
66
including
a
New
York 133 Utah 120
"I look at that this way," between the leagues," McDa- until the end of last
'Mr
season, and blistering first-nine 31 for 277
Virginia 141 Texas 131_
Wicks said. "I don't think niels said. "I'll go where the the question is
whether that and third place. Charles Coody
Gilmore could have gotten money is. They both pay you to was "for real."
Floridians 130 Pitts. 117
and Australian Bruce Crampton Carolina 1411 Kentucky 142
. more
$2.7
than
million put the ball in the basket and it
anywhere."
doesn't matter to me whether it
Patterson, a 6-9, 217-pounder, is a brown ball (NBA) or a red,
improved his pro chances by white and blue one (ABA)."
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SARASOTA, Fla. (UPI)—The Kelly, hit Lis, a dropoff from
Bradley, who was obtained'
Chicago White Sox went into his rookie year in 1969 when
he from the California Angeles'
baseball's winter trading mark- hit .264 and stole 40 bases.
after an 11-1 record with
et with gusto and came out of it Maye, Johnstone, and Kelly
Hawaii of the PCL. The bullpen
with a rebuilt infield and go into competition with Walt
stalwart is lefty knuckleballer
outfield. Whether they made
(No Neck) Williams, who hit Wilbur Wood, 9-13 with a 2.81
enough progress to escape the .251, Rich McKinney, .168, and
era.
cellar in the American League rookie Ron Lolich, who hit .292
The White Sox were fourth in
West is problematic.
at Tucson.
the league in club batting last
The big difference is in the May, who came back from
ngt
infie
year—but
fireldthia
idehannegxets-tocolu
asldt ianite
infield.
the loss of most of his right fain
llye
e
d
pitching. aTh
l
did
n
ng
e
g
a
s
n
tdiin
ad
st
l
a
The White Sox gave up thumb to hit .285 last year, gets
veteran star shortstop Luis the shot at first because Tom
,
Aparicio to the Boston Red Sox McGraw languished at .220 last
but the pitching—and the White
in the most important deal of year.
last December's baseball meet- Andrews hit .253 and 17 Sox—have a long way to go.
ings and in return received a homers
for Boston. Alvarado,
new keystone combination in
the "Most Valuable Player- in RACE FAN KILLED
second'baseman 'Mike Andrews
the International League in LINCOLN, England (UPI)—
and shortstop Luis Alvarado.
1969, is a brilliant fielder who Mrs. Betty Fletcher, 45, of
With manager Chuck Tanner
with Grimsby, England, was killed
year
hit. .292 that
spectators
planning on switching Carlos
Louisville but only .224 with Sunday and six other
were
May from the outfield to first
race
car
at
a
stock
Boston and .201 with Louisville
base, that would' leave only
injured when a wheel ripped off
last year.
slugger Bill Melton, author of
Catching is probably Chica- a car and hurtled into the
33 homers and 96 runs-batted-in
go's most solid department, crowd.
last year, at third base as the
manned by righthanded hitter
only holdover infield starter.
Duane Josephson, who hit .316 BELKIN'S TENNIS WIN
The White Sox made the first
and drove in 41 runs last )ear, BROOKVILLE, N.Y. (UPI)—
change in their outfield late last
and lefthanded hitting Ed Mike Belkin of Toronto won the
season when they obtained
Herrmann who hit .283 and fifth annual Long Island Indoor
veteran Lee Maye from the
drove in 52 runs in the same Tennis championship at C. W.
Washington Senators. While
number of games—a total of 93 Post College Sunday and earned
Maye, 36, never has lived up to
RBI's from the catching spot. $2,000 first prize money. Cliff
what had been hoped for him.
Lefthander Tommy John (12- Richey of San Angelo, Tex., the
except in 1964 when he batted
17) again appears the top No. 1 seed, earned $1,500 for
.304 for the Braves and drove in
starter, backed up by Joel second place and Clark Graeb74 runs, he could help the Pale
Horlen (6-18), Gerry Janeski ner of New York collected $700
Hose either in the outfield or
(10-17), and possibly Tom for third.
the infield.
-5
Also in the outfield, Chicago
••••
obtained lefthanded Jay Johnstone from the California Sat. Coll. Basketball Results ARC'S FOOTBALL SKED
CHICAGO (upi)—The Amer
Angels as part of a six-player By United Press International
(can Broadcasting Company
deal, and Pat Kelly, also National Invitation at Nevi
announced Sunday a 36-game
lefthanded, from Kansas City in
York
broadcast schedule for 197
a four-player deal. Johnstone a St. Bona. 92 Duke 88
NCAA _football games. Twelve
good glove, hit .216 last year.
NCAA at Houston, Tex.
will be broadcast nationally an
Kelly. brother of Cleveland W. Ky. 77 Kansas 75
24 regionally.
Browns' running back I.eroy UC1.A 68 Villanova 62

Results
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MICROWAVE TV
Now get all the great programs from NASHVILLE crystal
clear, color bright, with the magic of Microwave!

J.

W1.11C

WSIX

WSM

NASHVILLE

NASHVILLE

, NASHVILLE

It's finished! Cablevision has completed a complex new $100,000
Microwave System especially to bring top quality NASHVILLE TV to Murray.
Now you can get NASHVILLE TV reception never before available! All three
channels in rich, blazing color . . . crisp clear TV pictures . . and all the
great programs and artists offered only by NASHVILLE!
Couple this with 5 MORE CHANNELS from Paducah, Harrisburg, Jackson,
Cape Girardeau and Ky. Educational TV and you have the best TV
entertainment in Kentucky! (Plus a 24-hour weather channel!)
See it for yourself!
We invite you to see your Murray TV Dealer

.

He'll be glad to demonstrate what a difference Microwave Magic makes.

CALL TODAY FOR FREE INSTALLATION
See 9 Great Channels!

CABLEVISION
105 NIL 5th Street

, Phone 753-5005

Murray, Ky.

OFFER EXPIRES APRIL 2 1971
•

-

•• ••-•

Weltave A $100,000
Present For You ...

a.
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•
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Detta June Morris
Honored At Bridal
Shower At Center

Pb..,. 133 - 1517 el 753-1111141

Mrs. J. B. Burkeen

Monday, March 21
Senior Show of Joe Ellen
Miss Detta June Moms, April
Maskew, Murray, will open in the
Kappa Pi Room, Fine Arts 3rd, bride-elect of Dennis
Building, MSU, and continue Michael Burkeen, was honoree
on March 13 with a bridal shower
through April 10. No charge.
at the Community Center on Ellis
Mr and Mrs. Kenneth Morris Louis Donnelson and Mr. and
Drive, Murray.
Club
s
The Dexter Homemaker
Farmington Route One are the Mrs. Bobby Gene Oakley, all of
of
The gracious. hostesses for the parents of a baby girl, Lori Murray Route Six.
Great
will have a country musical at the
Mrs.
Dexter Community Center prenuptial occasion were
Reneigh, weighing six pounds grandparents are Mr. and Mrs.
Morris,
starting at six p.m. Burt Coody of Margie Bayer, Mrs. Odie
ounces, born on Wednesday, Jiggs Oakley of Cadiz and Awl
Doyce five
Lexington will be the guest Mrs. Jack Wicker, Mrs.
24, at 3:31 p.m. at the ')onelson of Murray Route Six.
March
Morris, Mrs. Floyd Barrow and Murray -Calloway. County
speaker at eight p.m.
Mrs. Ralph Darnell.
Hospital.
Miss Morris was attired in a
A desert-coffee meeting for all
They have one son, Chad, who
knit
double
a
colored
forming
tangerine
persons interested in
be three in June. The father
will
National dress designed shirt waist
chapter of the
is employed with the West
Electric
Secretaries Association will be fashion with white machine Kentucky
Rural
presented a
The prize winners at Lathe:
Corporation.
held at the South Side Restaurant stitching. She was
Cooperative
white carnation corsage, a gift
Grandparents are Mr. and Mrs. Day Bridge held Wednesday.
at seven p.m.
from the hostesses.
R. T. Morris of Mayfield Route March 24 at Calloway. County
Mrs. Ralph Gallimore won the Seven and Mr. and Mrs. William Country Club, were Peggy
Tuesday, March 3S
Terry Sills
The Foundational Sunday door prize and Mrs.
Riley of Mayfield Route Five. Billington, high; Jackie Ransom.
They both C.
School Class of the First Baptist won the game prize.
Ruby Jones of Green Acres second high: and Ruth Wilson.
Mrs.
the brideChurch will meet at the home of presented the prize to
Nursing Home, Mayfield, is a low.
Awards were made at the
Mrs. Rex Galloway, 1623 Sunset, to-be.
great grandmother
Detta and Mike opened the
luncheon by the bridge hostess:
at 7:30 p.m. Mrs. James Carlin
many lovely and useful gifts
will be the guest speaker.
Janet Michelle is the name Glenda Chrisp.
which had been placed on a table chosen by Dr. and Mrs. Henry L. The next bridge session will be
The Sigma Sigma Sigm rovered with a white and pink Smith of 7403 Fegenbush Lane, held Wednesday, April 7, at nine
Alumni will meet at the home of cover.
Louisville, for their baby girl, a .
The refreshment table was also
Mrs. Joseph ftexroat at 730 p.m.
weighing nine pounds six ounces,
covered with the same and was
born on Wednesday. March 24, at
artificial
an
Lung
The Alumru Chapter of Alpha centered with
St. Mary and Elizabeth
the
Omicron Pi sority will meet at arrangement of pink and white Hospital, Louisville.
increases
the home of Mrs. George Oakley flowers, arranged by Mrs. Odie
Grandparents are Mr.and Mrs.
Morris, paternal grandmother of
at 7:30
Murray
BUFFALO, N. Y. (UM:
Rupert Emerson of
Junior and Senior Recitals of Miss Morris. Pink fruit punch, Route Six and Leon Smith of
The Roswell Park Memorial
were
mints
and
nuts
cakes,
party
Ala.,
Charles Rose, Sheffield,
Institute reports lung can
louisville. Great grandparents
cer continued to increase in
trombone, and Clarence Riley, served from crystal ap- are Mr. and Mrs. W. B. Emerson
candles
frequency in 1970 while
Mayfield, French Horn, will be at pointments. Also pink
of Murray Route Two. A great
cancer of the cervix Is bethe Recital Hall, Fine Arts Were used to adorn the refresh- great grandmother is Mrs.
coming rarer.
Building. Mal,at eight p.m. No ment table.
Street.
Broad
Emerson,
Enitifa
The Increase In lung canThe bride-to-be's mother, Mrs.
charge.
Murray.
cer was attributed to the
Charles Morris, was attired in a
"large number of smokers
t sear
'
Don
beige double knit dress and the
Mrs. Roy Donelson of
who are reaching the canCooking meat at tow
mother-in-law -to-be, Mrs. Mr. and
Six announced the
cer age risk group." Cervitemperatures has niaay adWilliam Burkeen, was dressed in Murray Route
birth of a baby girl, Salena Jean, cal cancer has decreased at
vantages. A low temperaan orchid double knit.
seven pounds 1'2 least in part because of the
ture makes the meat more
After the guests were seated, weighing
Pap tests, required when
on Thursday, March
born
juicy and therefore imounces,
passed
was
book
the bride's
women 25'through 54 enter
proves flavor. requires less
guests to sign the 25, at 8:05 p. in. at the Murraythe
faaround
hospitals In New York
fuel, ard results 'in more
Calloway County Hospital.
were
45
ly
Approximate
register.
servings from a cut of
. minarents are.Mr.and Mrs. statc"- Jileat
present tit seitrififts:"----

Biscuit saver
Cold biscuits can be reheated for a tasty and sucshowing.
second
cessful
Place leftover biscuits close
together on a baking sheet.
Sprinkle them lightly with
water and bake them in a
preheated 325 degree oven
about 10 minutes, or until
crusty and hot through.

Devaney-Adams Vows To Be Read

FBIRTHS4

Gourd seeds
SO many omects can be
made from gourds and children have so much fun
making them. Why not give
your children gourd seeds
and let them grow their
own to fashion as they
Please?

Ladies Day Bridge
Winners Are Named

n A Leading Role
For A Variety

By JOAN OlULLIVAill
HAM, a great favorite

for
nt for
holiday menus, is aoce
all seasons and all
It's a good idea to keep a
canned ham in the refrigerator, ready for one of those
wtsat - shall - we - have • fordinner emergencies. It can be
sliced and served cold or you
may heat it. One of oar (avorite recipes calls for slicing
the ham, spreading it with a
cranberry sauce mixture, then
reassembling it into a loaf for
baking.
You might also try ham
with other sweet glazes. Before baking, spread it with a
half cup of orange marmalade
or top it with a mixture of
le cup crushed pineapple and
se cup of brown sugar
As for leftovers, there are
endless ways to serve them
•Try today's Ham Patties
--ground leftover ham mixed
with a number of good things.
including red dinner wine.
• Another good recipe is
Ham A La Creme. which
serves strips of leftover ham
in a delicious wine - flavored
onion sauce.
•Leftover ham also lends
itself to any number of main
dish salad combinations Toss
it with a mixed vegetable or
add it to a macaroni or a
chicken salad.
• For a quick casserole
cubed ham is great with lima
beans and corn. It also mixes
well with baked beans sparked
with a little sweet pickle relish and a sprinkling of brown

sugar.
• Grind the ham for sandwich spreads and add it to
such mixtures as - chopped
sweet pickles and a dash of

Of

Recipes

in

au
PO

Mr. and Mrs. Calvin Devaney, Windswept Lane, Kingston,
Tenn., announce the engagement and forthcoming marriage of
their daughter, Rita Nadine, to Malcolm Edward Adams, son of
Mr. and Mrs. Ken Adams, of Murray.
Miss Devaney is a graduate of Roane County High School and
was graduated from Tennessee Technological University in

an
Po
Na
Au
by

March.
Mr. Adams is a graduate of Calloway County High School and
attended Murray State University. He is now with Mutual of
—
Omaha Insurance Company.
The wedding will take place on Saturday, April 10, at seventhirty o'clock in the evening at Ceder Grove Baptist Church in
Kingston. No formal invitations will be sent but all friends and
•
relatives are invited to attend.

- Know apples

the

ORPHANED BY WORST CRASH—Donna Sue Singleton.
27 months, only survivor of the worst crash on U.S.
highways over the New Year holiday, is surrounded by
dolls and stuffed animals in a ilospital in Shelbyville,
Ind. Her mother, father, two sisters and a brother were
killed in a head-on crash with a car going the wrong
way on an interstate-highway. Three women irr the other
car also were killed. Donna Sue will live with an aunt.
Shirley Singleton, in Tazewell, Tenn. The Singleton
home was in Elk Grove Village, Ill.

—

Applaud the apples that
All baked or unbaked
are in your market now in
pies except cream style or
variety.
unusual
such
custard can be frozen in
Watch for the Rome Beauthe home freezer. Shift a
ty, good in cooked dishes of
chiffon pie from the freezall kinds and especially
er to the refrigerator to
great for baking. The McInthaw about two hours betosh, Jonathan and Stayfore you want to serve it. A
all-purpose
fine
are
man
frozen unbaked fruit pie
apples, very juicy with .cso go right .from the freez'
fine-grgined
moderately
er to a preheated 425-deflesh. The major apple for
gree "Veen for 40 to 60 mineating out of hand and for
utes, depending on type
using in salads is the Deliand size of pie. Slit top of
cious and Golden Delicious
double crust pies before
apple, so pretty in the fruit
_baking -T.-never before
Aptaste.
to
good
so
bow),
freezing. Prebaked frozen
nteeauce &pole pie. apple
pies need about 30 minutes
'cake, baked apples. are in
in a 375-degree oven, or
of
tradition
great
the
until hot. Always place pies
American cookery. so get
which are in foil piepani
your fresh apples at maron an aluminum cookie
ket and cook up a whole
baking—otherfor
sheet
collection of Americana
wise bottom crust will be

LIS

SW.)

canned
JELLIED CRANBERR1 sauce adds great flavor to
then baked
hem Harn s•ris sliced, spread with the sauce,

pent-eff--:11--gelethr—eirt-trierr-

Sir

firs
he
Al

POLE APART—Ryszard Gabryel, 21, violinist who defected from Poland's Mazowsze dance troupe in New
York, smiles happily with his cousin, Mrs. Theresa
Knight1 in a Detroit suburb. She and her parents, Mr.
and Mrs. Anthcmi Gabryelski, "spirited" him there from
a New York hotel, where he left his belongings, including a 150-year-old violin. "There is no outlook for a
better life in Poland, no future there," he said,'

into 't-inch thick slices,
Mix cranberry sauce. Wor-

fine

Zip Lining, Slack Suits, Suede and Fur Trim, Formal

One HOUR
DRY cLeaneRs
CENTRAL SHOPPING CENTER
The Firm Letts. NEW .
came out with this brand
new hairdo at a formal
event in the White House,

the
Ilk
rea
ter
the
am

all

HAM A LA t'ItRME
6 green onions, chopped

46,a

Th
ha
eon

&hi
the

with broad spatula.
Remove string. Serve garnished with parsley and small
bunches of frosted
green
grapes.
Serves 10.

cup margarine
14 cup all-purpose flour
le cup milk
sik cup light cream
2 tablespoons tomato
pur6e
1 cup white wine
.
Salt and pepper
thin slices of baked
ham
In top of double boiler over
direct heat, cook onions In
butter for 5 minutes Blend in.
flour
Add milk and cream;
cook, stirring, until thickened.
Put over boiling water and
stir in puree and wine Add
salt and pepper to taste
Cut ham into strips and put
in shallow broiler-proof dish.
lour sauce over ham and put
"
-'srnter- bratIer- untir-ligt,try-4
browned and bubbly
Serves 4.

de
the
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The Senior Scouts of Bear morning.
Creek Girl Scout Council will be
hosts to the Senior Conference
at Murray State U ni ver sity
April 2-4.
Ninth grade Cadettes and SenTaylor Wine Co
ior Scouts from Bear Creek,
Shagbark (Illinois), Reelfoot
HAM MAKES a great comeback in patties that are served on pineapple slices. The patties
(Tennessee), and Otahki (Miscombine ground ham with bread crumbs, eggs mustard, onion and red dinner wine.
souri) councils will explore the
eggs Another good way to nestershire sauce and orange possibilities in adult scouting.
mayonnaise to in piste is;
to
is
-rind.
breakfast
for
ham
serve
chopped hard cooked eggs.
The weekend conference will
mince it and add it to waffle
Spread slices thinly with
sliced olives and mayonnaise;
Friday night with a large
open
batter
cranberry mixture. Reassemshredded cheese, mayonnaise.
hootenanny. Saturday
that
forget
don't
scale
And
•
ble slices into loaf and tie tohorseradish and mustard
leftover ham can make super
morning Mrs. Luc lie Mack,
gether with string
• For breakfast. saute thin
fillings for stuffed peppers
Bear Creek Council's executive
Pour any remaining cranleftover ham slices briefly and
stuffed tomatoes and cabbage
director, will provide a prides.,
berry mixture over top of
serve with eggs or dice the
rolls
ham.
sional outlook iri adult scouting.
harn, spark with some diced
HAM PATTIES
Saturday afternoon will dea
Bake in a preheated slow
cheese and scramble with your
ON PINEAPPLE
oven 325'F.i for 60 minunil
with scouting on the high school
3 cups ground chopped
or until ham is heated- thorlevel, both locally and nationham
oughly, spooning pan drip- ally. A panel discussion Saturcup red dinner wine
pings over ham as it roasts
day night will round out the
1 cup soft bread crumbs
Push a long skewer through
day's activities.
2 eggs
ham slices lengthwise and
To help carry out the theme,
1 teaspoon dry mustard
place ham on a platter or lift
"Wheel of Opportunities" each
tablespoon minced
onion
teaspoon Tabasco
slices canned pineapple
2 tablespoons butter or
margarine, melted
Combine first 7 ingredients
Shape into 6 patties.
Place on greased baking
sheet with pineapple slices
Brush with half the melted
butter
Place in broiler. 3 inches
below heat. Broil 10 minutes,
turn and brush with remaining butter. broil 5 minutes
longer
Place ham patties on pineapple slices Garnish with parsley and black olives
Serves 6
CRANBERRY PARTY HAM
1 canned ham. about 5
pounds
1 can II pound) Jellied
cranberry sauce
1 teaspoon Worcestershire sauce
1 teaspoon grated orange
rind
Remove ham front can and

-

Miss Rita Nadine Devaney

Bear Creek
Senior Scout troop is response
of
—lee for one or more facets
conference
-Scouts TO-11—oit— the conference. TheScout's
Own
will close with a
CoUfereiri&----'N..and
Flag ceremony Sunday

1

-

Leftover

Every effort should be
to
your
made
provide
youngster with good foods
at each meal. For example,
In the morning offer him a
breakfast that contains an
important protein food—as
eggs, luncheon meat, frankfurters, sausage,
peanut
butter. Such, foods give him
the substances necessary
for rapid growth at a yonng
age. And it also keeps his
tummy full until lunch or
the next meal. This latter
point can do a lot to reduce
the amount of "junk" foods
eaten between meals.

re
of
wi

cancer

Sitesrri ig Malunra

Avoid"junk"

IA/V&A)P
WINDOW
Open Daily from 7 a.m.-6 p.m.
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North Pole Now a fideil—Se ub Station?

"junk"
ffort should be
provide
your
with good foods
al. For example,
ming offer hirn
hat contains an
protein food—as
eon meat, frankausage,
peanut
i. foods give him
Inces necessary
.owth at a yonng
also keeps his
until lunch or
leal. This latter
) a lot to reduce
of "junk" foods
in meals.
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With the many moods of
fashion, so go the moods of
jewelry
for spring 1971
Kenneth Lane believes in tindramatic look of chokers worn
alone, in multiples or combined with 30-to-40 inch necklaces. He has medallions, amulets and coins everywhere -Greek coins, Moroccan coins.
Byzantine coins - all with
handcrafted -feeling. They are
done in gold, copper, antique
silver and sometimes mixed
with amber, tortoise, ivory and
wood.

Tito U.S.S. Sisadragon (SSN-584), in foreground,
prepares to moor at the
North Pole after its historic rendezvous vooth
th• U.S.S. Skate (SSN-578)
under th• polar ice in August, 1962 (Official U.S.
Navy photograph).

Sue Singleton,
crash on U.S.
surrounded by
in Shelbyville,
a brother were
oing the wrong
nets in the-other
e with an aunt.
The Singleton
e. Ill.

THE LEDGER & TOILS
LOOT UNTRACEABLE
LONDON ( UPI
will be
virtually impossible to trace the
bank notes stolen in Friday's
$1.09 million armored truck
robbery, a police source said
today.
-It was all used money. Most
of it probably will be
to identify," the source
The robbery, timed to
second perfection in the SOuth
London suburb of Croydon, was
the biggest cash haul by thieves
since the $7.3 million Great
Train Robbery in 1963.

dreamed of for commerce beBy RAYMOND WILCOVE
tween the East and West. When
Central Press Association Correspondent
WASHINGTON—It has been 62 years since Robert E. Peary that day comes, Point Barrow,
Alaska, may become an imporreached the North Pole, the culmination of more than
300 years tant transpolar submarine base.
of Arctic exploration. Today, the top of the world is
being visited From there,
undersea vessels
with increasing regularity by America's nuclear
submarines.
may start their trips to Europe,
The trips to the Arctic are described by the Navy as
scientific traveling
by way of the deep
in nature, Including the measurement of the Arctic Ice
Cap, the
water slot which leads into the
c3Ilection of data on the sea ice cover's temperature and
the Arctic
basin from the Chuckchi
charting of the depths and geologic profile of the Arctic
basin.
However, while doing this, the submarines have also charted Sea off Point Barrow.
a short route between the Pacific and Atlantic. No
Peary spent 35 years trying
doubt Soviet
nuclear submarines have done likewise, although there is
no re- to reach the Pole and succeeded
port yet of any encounter under the Arctic ice between
Soviet on his fourth try. Never in his
and American submarines.
wildest dream did he imagine
So far, for the record, there have been 10 trips to the North tnat one day men would reach
Pole by seven U.S. nuclear submarines. The first was
the the Pole from beneath the ice.
Nautilus, the world's first nuclear vessel, which reached the Pole
ROCKY DIVORCE SUIT
Aug. 3, 1958 from the Pacific.
LITTLE ROCK, Ark. ( UP!)—
The firs)- transpolar voyage years later, he accompanied the
by
the Nautilus left old non-nuclear-powered Nauti- Mrs. Jeannette Edris RockefelHdh
-olulu July 23 and reached lus when it made a short cruise ler filed suit
in Pulaski
Washington, D.C., Aug. 8. At under the Arctic ice.
Chancery Court for divorce
the pole, the ship's scientists
In 1960, the Seadragon made against
former Arkansas Gov.
determined that the water at a lengthy tour of the Arctic
the Pole was 13,410 feet deep, which included the first East- Winthrop Rockefeller Friday.
The Rockefellers announced
or 1,927 feet deeper than the West underwater crossing of the
RISES AGAIN — There's- a
maximum measured by othefis. Northwest Passage. Her crew Feb. 19 they had separated and
resolution in the Senate
The Nautilus skipper, Cmdr. Wil- celebrated reaching the Pole by she would seek a divorce.
liam R. Anderson, is now a playing a baseball game there.
The five-paragraph petition from Sen. Harry F. Byrd
of Viiginia to restore citicongressman imam.Tanneasee.
The Sargo also visited- said, -Within the -last five
• • •
zenship to this man famed
Pole that year. Two years later, years, the" defendanthas been
WHILE the Nautilus was the Seadragon and the Skate
in history—Gen. Robert E
offering such indignicruising toward the Arctic from rendezvoused at the Pole. On guilty of
Lee. Byrd says the Nationthe Pacific, the Skate was doing that historic occasion in Au- ties to the person of the al Archives reveals
Lee
likewise from the Atlantic and gust, 1962, there were 170 of- plaintiff as had the effect of swore an oath
of allegiance
reached the Pole nine days af- ficers and crew, plus scientists. rendering her condition in life
to the Union in 1865, fivi
ter the Nautilus. After doing so, at the Pole.
intolerable."
years before he died.
• *• •
the Skate took a 50-minute
around-the-world tour by circTHE JOINT trip to the Pole
ling the Pole at a two-mile ra- was followed by a lengthy hiatus
dius.
when the Navy announced no
The following year, the Skate further crossings of the Pole
surfaced at the Pole, the first until 1969, when the Whale surship to do so. While at the Pole, faced at 90' North, exactly 60
the. evens carried out the list years to the day and hour that
wish of the late polar explorer Peary reached the Pole with
Sir Hubert Wilkins, who had Matthew Henson and four Eskidied three and a half months mos. Last year, the Queenfish
earlier, by scattering his ashes and the Hammerhead, the last
into the blowing snow
only a few months ago, went
•
to the Pole
0
•
Some day, when nuclear powWILKINS in 1928 made the
BY MRS. W. P. WILLIAMS
first transpolar crossing when ered cargo submarines are built,
he flew from Point Barrow, the Arctic may provide the fast
In choosing shrubs this year, then takes on a reddish tint.
Alaska, to Soitzenbergen. Three route which eariy explorers

Down the

arden Path

linist who deroupe in New
Mrs. Theresa
ir parents, Mr.
nim there from
ngings, includoutlook for a
he said.
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why not try to have several for
sheer fragrance. There are so
many beautiful plants that
spread a subtle delightful ordor
over the yard and add just a
little excitement to what might
otherwise be an ordinary place.
One of these is the fragrant
snowball, called Virburnum
Carlcephalum. It blooms 30
profusely and although the balls
are heavy, the steams are erect
and it is easy to make an
arrangement of them. The pale
pink coloring makes them
especially attractive. One bush
will send a sweet fragrance over
the entire yeard yet is not too
heavy an odor. It will grow in
shade or sun, but the fall foliage
is prettier when in full sun, as it

One of the most enticing
shrubs is the Philadelphus
Enchantment, or Double Mock-X
orange. It is such a chaste white
that it is dazzling. The sweetscented sprays are held on erect
sterns nearly cowered with thick
panicles It seems to do well in
-xsun or shade.
All the Mock-oranges are
fragrant, but none will surpass
this particular one. I think also,
that it is the handsomest plant of
the group.
Have you ever grown a
Clethra, or Pepper bush' I have
had one for several years and it
is a joy in the late summer. It lathe Clethra Alnifolia Roses. It is
a comparatively small shrub,
rarely reaching over five feet
but is covered with straight
******************* VALUABLE BOSOM
branches tipped with delight-4
LONDON (UPI) - Actress fully fragrant pink sprays. It
Maggie Wright, 26, has insured will take any sort of soil, sun or
her bosom for $48,000. Movie shade, but prefers a slightly
producers agreed to foot the moist spot. You will enjoy this
insurance bill because she gets one and especially when you
stabbed in the bosom in a need some small sprays to use
witchcraft scene in her forth- as a filler in an arrangement. It
coming film. The knife_ _is
.is particularly lovely when used
supposed to only pierce a what pink roses.
Add to your list the variety of
balloon of artificial blood. "But
suppose things go wrong," Miss Lilac called Maude Noteutt It is
Wright said. "I don't want to be a pure white and extremely
-stabbed or even bruised—so L. fragrant. One of the hardier
ones, it doesn't seem to be as
asked to be insured."
susceptible to mildew as most
It's Scotts TURF BUILDER,
lilacs. I think you would really
WEDDING GUEST
Anierica's favorite fertilizer
1--enjery it.
LONDON
)—Margaret
(
UPI
I did not realize that some
for developing thick, green
Fleming, 19, is having an Azaleas were sweet-scented
lawns. Turf Builder makes
important guest at her wedding until I got to poring over some of
your lawn grow greener,
today, thanks to Scotland Yard. the new catalogues. There is a
thicker, sturdier—no matter
She asked them to help her find sort called the Rothschild and
former policeman Percy Knott the pink pariety is particularly
what kind of grass you have.
7v4a4-tisiped -.deliver her at birth fragrant, as well as being hardy.
Keeps it that way longer too,
19 years ago. They found him Each floweret in the cluster is
because of its prolonged
Friday working as a civilian at large and beautifully formed.
feeding action.
A look through the catalogues
Edmonton Police Station. "I
shall never forget that day," or a talk with your florist will
said Knott, now 55. "I am bring to light many plants that
thrilled that I shall be able to will make the summer evenings
a delight with their fragrance.
5,000 sq ft bag(20 lbs) _545- 4.35
see her married "

x-x- Now Open! -xN. Come Wash With Us -x-X-

-X
x- HIGHLANDER CENTER
NSELF-SERVICE
*
LAUNDRY
-X
Central Shopping Center
*
-XMurray. Kentucky
*

*
-X
*
-x-X
X*
-X-X*

Scotts Super
EarlyBird SALE

20% off

10,000 sq ft bag (40 lbs),_945- 7.95
15,000 sq ft bag (60 lbs),..1495- 10.95

Litter tax killed

FOR!.

POWD

angers with soy
leaning order.

authorized

SCOtt.S. retailer

WANT

•
non,753-1227

r

A

A

SACRAMENTO, CAL.
!UPI): A legislative cornmittee has killed a bill
to impose a penny tax
on all nonreturnable
containers. The measure
would partly have _paid
itale-sponsored Titter
collection programs en
roads, beaches and
parks.
'
,
'Itgroftlefirmrlierleor
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CENTRAL SHOPPING CENTER
Highway 641 N.. Murray
Open 9 a.m.-9 p.m. - Mon.-Sat.

SPRI
N SPErmg
3 BIG DAYS!
Mon.-Tues.-Wed. - Mar. 29-30-31

Shop ROSES
during these 3
Big Days and Save!

Built for hard
work, yet light

3 CUBIC FOOT

WHEELBARROW
• Baked Enamel finish
• Solid Rubber Front Tire

Reg. '7.44

to handle!

$6,44
METAL LOOP

BORDER
FENCE

• 31
/
2 H.P. Briggs-Stratton
Engine
• Adjustable Wheels

22-IN.
CUT

• Folding Fence
• 10-ft. in Length
• DuPont plastic
coating on steel
insures longer
wear.

• Aero Dynamic
Frame

LAWN
MOWER
Easy Start Engine
Just Pull and Go!

$4988

771

• White Wooden
Pickets
• Approximately 8
inches tall
• Each Piece 36"
Long

Reg. 29 ea.

REGULAR '64

, Reg. 97'

CAPE COD
BORDER
FENCE

SAVE NOW!

4/881

Trees! Trees!
Trees!

ALL VARIETIES
• TWO YEARS OLD
• WELL BRANCHED
Pear - Cherry • Plum - Chestnut Dogwood - Maple - Flowering Crab Pecan - Weeping Willow
APPLE TREES IN 12
DIFFERENTkVARIETIES!

EVERGREEN
SHRUB

REGULAR TO '3.27
Your Choice

ARBORVITAE
Deep Green In Color
•Cone Shaped
• Hardy

$ 1 88

Reg. 9.47

$297
•

ROSE
BUSHES
Sturdy two year old,
field grown. Several
varieties.

38'
Reg. 67' ea.

Shop ROSES for all your
gardening needs, from small
tools to riding mowers,
all at low, low prices!
NOW IS THE TIME FOR

-400111,4011OF
_

PEAT MOSS

4
24".*40 4tooM•
4 lc*
„ s,044k ••

KENTUCKY 31
TALL FESCUE

• All Purpose

GRASS SEED

• Fast Acting

lough, thin blade, MI season grass,
makes plush lawns. IdeM for new lawns.

• Ready To Use

50-LB. BAG
Reg. '1.17

76'

4

10 Lbs.

297

25-1b.-1594* 50-lb. s 11 88

AZALEAS.
With Buds
Held grown and well
rooted. Come in
buckets,
pink and red.

$

22

•
'

•s

..7.•

41*.y. As do

ivy

• `i.IF

0%.
• ohi a a

%
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:11.03,144-

.
- 774.77-47
.
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OF
PEOPLE
THE
TO
CAI.LOWAY COUNTY
Future
WHEREAS, the
Homemakers of America is
completing its twenty-sixth year
as the national organization of
home economics students in the
secondary schools of the nation;

Divorcee: I'm
marrying ex-priest
By Abigail Van Buren
divorcee and mother of
DEAR ABBY: I am a 37-year-old
-year-old man who is
50
a
with
three. 1 am deeply in love
to marry me. His in
kind, gentle and considerate and wants
him.
of
they
and
children
my
genuinely fond of
Catholic priest who is
Now, the problem: He's a Roman
me that the decision
leaving the priesthood soon He assures
emotionally involved,
became
we
before
made
was
to leave
and I believe him.
priesthood every year,
I know that many men leave the
.I could seek
but I do not know anyone whose advice
marrying an
in
face
may
I
problems
concerning the
and friends,
family
of
censure
ex-priest. I wonder about the
given up a
and his possible resentment eventually of having
family
ready-made
a
for
vocation
22-year
some
Perhaps you, or some of your readers, could offer
have one
advice If I seem overly cautious, it's because I
everything
marital failure behind me and I want to do
time
second
the
marriage
successful
a
possible to insure
ANXIOUS
around
DEAR ANXIOUS: You can expect the same problems
•
encountered by any ether 37-year-old woman with a
ready-made family who marries a so-year-old bacheior. Plus
ethers. Even the be may not have left the priesthood I.
marry you faad a divorced woman, yet! I many will say be
did.
Mach will depend on where you live. Ex-priests who
marry find it easier to make a new life Is•sem seniumolty.
Wherever you go, you can expect subtle mesas and entilag
remarks. You will hose some eld tries& because year
ensliamil "deserted his calling" sad broke his vows. And you
Ida some new friends for the mange and honesty yea
have Amex Your former good friends will remain good
Almils.
Yellestk are usually sensitive, highly aestivated and
isinaWned to discipline, and will wort to make a marriage
saeosed, but I advise you to proceed with entities, and give
his new fife before you say. "I do" I
a • ht doe to adjust to
wish you back.

p•

(U P 1):
WASHINGTON
Tobacco growers plan to
plant a 1971 crop ft per
cent smaller
than
the
8911,000 acres harvested lad
year, according to the U.
Agriculture Dept.
Growers of flue-cured tobacco, used in cigaretii, intend to set about 8 per cent.
fewer acres than last year.
elds,
.
he
e
prodtuc
fainvteragsa
department
Lon could fall 15 per cent
below last year's 1.19 bil-

and,
WHEREAS, young people are
Orie. V -Our country's grelitest
natueal resources; and,
Future
WHEREAS,
Homemakers of America is an
organization that builds strong
foundations for future homes and
provides opportunities for
members to practice principles
of democracy and leadership and
its members are concerned witt
self improvement, family unity.
and service to the community
and,—
WHEREAS,the week of March
28 through April 3, 1971 has been
lesignated by the national
Future
of
irganization
Homemakers of America as
NATIONAL FHA WEEK;
NOW THEREFORE, I Robert
Miller, Judge do hereby
0.
proclaim the week beginning
FUTURE
March 28 as
HOMEMAKERS OF AMER1r.IA
WEEK in Calloway County, and
urge all citizens to acquaint
themselves with the purpose and
Future
activities of the
of America
Homemakers
organization, to show interest in
it and to give help and encouragement to the members
who are working hard to achieve
knowledge that will make outstanding homemakers and
leaders in our communities.
Done at Murray, Ky. this 26
day of March in the year of our
Lord, 1971.

age housei-ind - you name it.
Policewomen have been reto pantNEW YORK (UPI) - The questing the change
Michigan,
in
And
too.
suits,
female pantsuit phenomenon

every to break that's corning
of
to you. plus out guarantee

accuracy

March 25, 1971
ADULTS 104
NURSERY 7
NEWBORN ADMISSION--,----Baby Girl Donelson (Mrs.
Barbara Jean Donelson) Rt. 6,
Murray.
DISMISSALS
Charlie Porter, Jr., 308 Church,
Mrs. Anna
Paris, Tenn.,
Margaret Rickett, 700 Sycamore,
Murray, Mrs. Dorothy Ilene
Taylor, Rt. 5. Murray, Mrs. Mary
Lee Burkeen, Rt. 1, Dexter, Mrs
Violet Erosemond Johnson Rt
'
1 Murray.Mrs. Patricia Brown'
Mitchell
Rt. 6. Murray, Master
Paschall, Rt. 4, Murray, Master
Robert Gregg Garland, 150(
Kirkwood, Murray, Mrs. Mary
Swann, 1710 Ryan, Murray, Jess
M. Elkins, Almo, Mrs. Helen
Elizabeth Crider Expiredl, 80e
Sycamore, Murray.

Tenth President of the U.S. A.
Governor and Senator

Secret agent
lard
In addition

Servrtude

family

27
29
31
32
34

Pronoun
Repetition
Cart's name
Goat
Slue of fruit
Smaller amount
Stalk
52 U000 baby

2 rim/ern-is
KKK(h

psychiatrist, too.

LIFE

GUARAA4111 —
of every toe return
We Vtorontee accurate or.porollon
penoti, ot
rhot cosi yo,, ony
er•ort
Ortv
If we woke
tNe penalty or ent...9f
"
tnfereft w

*It

to

esith Close Aggin(Rik&
America's Largest Tay Service

30 East ncha
palm

.....

DOWN

Conjunction
Decay
Perspwation
Hebrew latter
Old pronoun
Stamp of

19 Hypothei•C al
force
21 Manufactured
23 Short
sleep(WI
25 Write
26 Wipes out
27 Bands worn
around ears?
2$ Period of one

(abb.-)
22 Sharp
24 Fish of carp

Suntan

omma

approvai

Pedal chill
20 Afternoon

67 Alayflung
68 Poem
69

4 Pigpen
S &MK
6 Slumbers
7
11
9
10
11
17

Tiny
Printer's
measure

41
42
44
43
47

Answer to Satutday's Pr.az,e

OOMUO
MOOR
0E03= 000000
OM OMOIMMUID 170
GOO ElOOMO ONO
DEMO MOE
OUMS COMM
=MO ODOR
273M3M DOOM
QOM MOM 0030
OMB GROOM Ma
MO 2.11ROMOD OR
OMMOOR ODOMOD
MOO=
MMODO

3 Symbol for
tellurium

ACROSS
Performs
Former Russian
ruler

63 Arrow poison
65 Sion aliment

P.S.: A trip to BLOCK is
a lot chimp*. than a

Ja
do
ov
Sal
loc

Vtt;ilif
I WONDER
HOW LONG IT
WILL TM-CE

ms
W.
Co
gr
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an
fer

I MADE ENOUGH
TOAST FOR
L..FOUR DAYS

c‘i
•••..

7

Ai•

US
vi
are
124
ye
_

W

St#Slft#L&WE-

Na
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at
bui

TS4EN NNMNI DO
%IOU PREPARE

)790 1862
American Statesman

carriage
Notary PUNK
(abbr )
SS Container
37 Sacred image
C06.1.chOn
61 TWO! gone by

BOTH
FEDERAL
AND
STATE

WI

la

CUTS OWN SALARY —
Queen Juliana of the Netherlands took a salary cut
of from $1.32 million a
year to $208,000, but she
may be better off. Now she
doesn't have to pay for the
upkeep of her palaces or
salaries of the royal staff.

JOHN TYLER

seems to have hit just about Supreme Court justices okayed
everywhere. You see workers pantsuits as proper courtroom
wearing them in banks, insur- attire for lady lawyers.
ance firms, ad agencies, broker.
sa

by
you, Waterloo
Avo..1
br,nging yaw tax problems
got
You'll
(ROCK
N
to 11

of

The Colonials

iirrtladay of

Reach across
Rocky hill
Helped
New booklet. "What Teen-Agere Waal le
Part of
fireplace
MIL
fie Abby, NanMIL Leo Angeles, Cal.
36 Sun god
.37 Besmirches

INCOME

I

-10111=12-

efer.-79

Calloway County Judge

What's year problem! You'll feel better if you get it *I
year chest. Write to ABBY. Sex MIN. Les Angeles, Cal.
WOW Per a personal reply raeleoe otalapeil. addressed
envelope.

1

total

••• t. I
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Crossword Puzzle

GOING
CRAZY
on
your

would

FOR

viAlz ?Ty
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Hospital Report

DEAR ABBY: Fondue was originated by the Swiss, and
everyone knows what a clean and cultured people the Swim
are, so "NO DUNKER," who called Fondue parties
I
"unsanitary and barbaric" doesn't know what she's talking
.5
about.
9
In the first place, the long fork is used only for emidag, 12
aid nt 211 dim does it go into the mouth. Each person Ms Ms 13
Ma Midge fork and eating fork, so where is the danger of 14
IS
germ? no Old you told "NO DUNKER" to stay home.
16
LOVES FONDUE
IS

19 DAYS LEFT,

supply

last
year.
than
less
The smaller crop, plus
an expected unchanged carryover would nroduce a

.44;00

Signed: Robert 0. Miller
County

DEAR ABBY: "NO DUNKER" griped about the
barbaric, uncivilized new social custom of serving chip dips
and fondue. She said it was unsanitary and unhealthy for
everyone to dip into and eat out of one large communal pot!
We,"The Barbaric Naval Advisors of Viet Nam," would
appreciate it if NO DUNKER would gather up all the
didf-eaten chips and leftover dips and fondue and send it over
here. We eat out of a communal pot 365 days a year and
nobody has caught anything from the pot yet.
"ADVISOR TEAM 156"

They pant for posits

San 5

less than ui 1170-74, k was
said.
Average yields would result in a crop of about 17
pounds, one-tenth
billion

AT MIDNIGHT
ALL ELECTRIC
POWER WILL BE
CUT OFF UNTIL THE
NEW GENERATOR
i5 INSTALLED

DEAR FUDGE: If it's a drlaithe party, it means Bring
Year Own Bettie. If it's a prayin' party, it mew Bring Your
Own Mee-

Fee Alsby's
taw." end IP

bor. poundsE‘EN WITH larger beag stodui, next sea-

supply 3 per cent smaller
than the 5.57 billion
pounds for 1970-71.
The crop would be about
5 per cent below estimated
1971-72
for
requirements
and the carryover therefore would decline.

Nancy

DEAR ABBY: What does "B Y. 0 B." mean at the
PUDGE
bottom of an invitation?

-
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'71 tobacco crop to be smaller
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AM WATCHED "100, MONTH
AFTER NA01-4TH,SLAVIN1'
TO SUPPORT',ORE LI'L
FAMECi A-TESTINT MATTRESSES!!
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ATTENTION!!
Citizens of Murray, Kentucky

Aid

Have you registered to vote in the next
election, and ewecially on the Petition
to Repeal the Local Liquor Option Law
in Murray.

e

tu
no
Prl
to

Monday, March 30, 1971,
Is the Deadline for Registration!
If you want to help prevent the legal sale of liquor in saloons, bars,
cocktail lounges and package liquor stores be sure you are registered to vote
in the April 20 Special Election.

Su
pie
to

PLAN NOW TO VOTE "NO" TO PRESERVE THE
GOOD IMAGE OF MURRAY!

the
Cr
SO

The question is not whether we want bootleggers or legal sale of
'liquor. The question is do we want bootleggers and legal liquor by the drink
in Murray.

tha
ap
to
am
ha

KRS. 243.230 does not control bootleggers or drunkenness. It
permits tbid class cities like Murray to issue a license to sell liquor by the
drink.

h.
ti
the
lea

fig

19
PeWel
cfMCOPfrrakal

International and Domestic Reservations
Without Charge for
Cars
Airlines
Cruises
Tours
Steamships
Hotels
and
Groups
Individuals
PEOPLES BANK BUILDING
Kentucky Avenue at Fourth
P.O. Box 301
Betty Ledt

Vote
"No''
on -April 20 for Murray

Paducah, Ky
Telephone:_ 44.1-ari.5
Mary L .die Ezell

"
11 11111
.
.
Almillitsmoll==.11111

16
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S
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Servicemen New
Place To Go
By LEON R. BURNETT
WASHINGTON ( UPI)—Some
of them were modest places
with a juke box and little old
ladies serving cookies and
punchless punch.
Others, like the one in
Jacksonville, Fla., were spacious halls where guys from all
over the country gathered on
Saturday night to dance with
local girls to a live band.
No telling how many romances blossomed at those World
War II USOs where servicemen
could get away from the daily
grind and find at least a partial
antidote—free of charge—to
any homesickness they suffered.
Today, a couple of wars later,
USOs still are providing servicemen a place to go. There
are 62 clubs in this country and
124 facilities abroad, and last
year, by count, U.S. military
men went to them 11 million
times.
Thursday night the USO
National Council got together to
celebrate and reflect a bit, not
at the local USO in an old
building
on
Pennsylvania
,venue but in the posh
Shoreham Hotel in a more
elegant neighborhood.
The guest list was almost a
who's who. Mamie Eisenhower,
whose husband knew a lot
about USOs, was honorary
chairman. Industrialist Harvey
S. Firestone Jr. was national
chairman. Defense Secretary
Melvin R. Laird and 'Bob Hope
were there. So was Army Chief
of Staff William C. Westmoreland for the gala banquet
markin,g the 150's 30th an- uiversary.
The council gave its annual
award to Gen. Creighton W.
Abrams
for his continued
concern for the welfare of the
members of the American
armed forces." Abrams was
tending to his duties as
commanding general of U.S.
forces in Vietnam but he sent a
message thanking the USO "for
the unwavering support you
halm provided over the years to
American men and women in
uniform."
USO
stands
for
United

Service Organizations. It was
founded early in the year of
Pearl Harbor by the Young
Men's Christian Association,
Young Women's Christian Association, National Catholic Community Service, National Jewish Welfare Board, Salvation
Army and National Travelers
Aid Association.
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WASHINGTON, D. C., March
27—U.S. Secretary of Agriculture Clifford M. Hardin has announced his decision to raise the
price support level of manufacturing milk from $4.06 to $4.93
per hundredweight.
The move by Hardin was a
▪
reversal of an earlier decision
on March 12.
Kentucky Congressman Frank
4 A. Stubblefield (D-1st District),
chairman of the House Dairy
te
Subcommittee, sa id he was
;
pleased with the decision in
making the cost of living adjustment for terrors and explained
the price support increase as a
necessity step to offset the increased production costs ab• sorbed by farmers.
"While there is no question
that our committee would have
' approved the legislation to
force the secretary's hand, I
am relieved the administration
has seen fit to approve our re.
f .
quest without a congressional

Demos Can Not
Beat President

Hearing Aid on Way!

By MIKE FILINSiLisEit
WASHINGTON (UPI)—.&n.
Hubert H. Humphrey, D-Atinn.,
says the Democrats are foolish
if they think they can defeat
President Nixon in 1972 on the
Vietnam issue.
"The President is in control
of the situation," Humphrey
says. "He can pull out 10,003
troops in the middle of one our
speeches. He controls the
spigot."
On that point, Humphrey and
to
appear
be
Nixon
In
agreement. Nixon, in a speech
Wednesday night at a Republi2an dinner, said "the nation
will be most grateful" in 1972 if
his admiration ends the war in
1972 and restores the economy.
Humphrey apparently believes the President is able at
least to defuse the war as a
political issue by virtue of his
control of the rate of U.S.
withdrawal. He says he has
never considered the President
to be "a stupid man" and he
has never underestimated his
political savvy.
But, he says, if Nixon errs in
his political judgment and "if
perchance" the war is still
under way and Americans are
in it in 1972, "then it will be an

This new •locironic implant promises to replace conventional
hearing aid. Instead of earphone, only a small output coil is used.

By JAMES N. MILLER
Central Press Association Correspondent
PALO ALTO, Calif.—Conventional hearing aids may some day
be replaced by electronic implants, which "are more comfortable,
never irritate the ear, and are always hidden under today's long
hair styles," according to Dr. Richard Goode of Stanford University Medical Center.
One such device for hearing improvement has already been developed and tested by Dr. Goode and Dr. William Glattke, also of
Stanford. It utilizes, as do most hearing aids, a basic principle
of electrical engineering, in which electromagnetic waves are
converted into sound waves.
Here the similarity stops. In this case a magnet is implanted
on the ear drum. A tiny amplifier with a microphone is worn
behind the ear, but instead of an earphone, a small gadget called
an output coil is used Amplified electro-magnetic waves then
radiate from this enclosed coil to the implanted magnet. As a
result the magnet performs, with a slight but comfortable pressure along the ear bones and
ear drum, thus producing the brain. They agree that the
brain then translates these imrequired sound sensation.
Today the new system still pulses such "recognizable inhas .a. Law .defects, one. being terpretations as speech,_ stn:
that total implantation is not 'trig and musical sounds
yet practical, mainly because
the batteries used need further
improvement. However, that
monetary bottleneck and other
minor ones are expected to be
ironed out in the near future.
• • •

IN ITS present, almost perfected stage, the implant device
has many advantages over conventional hearing aids, according to Dr. Goode. These include:
improved fidelity of sound reproduction and ,the elimination
of the annoying and often irritating and tight-fitting ear
mold.
This elimination is of major
impact to the deaf person. It
means that any residual hearing left to the wearer of an
artificial hearing aid can now,
for the first time be utilized
fully because the ear is now
completely open. Also important, for cosmetic purposes, the
wearer's handicap, unlike the
case with most hearing aids, is
never seen.
Much of the credit for the
development of the implant device should be given, Dr. Goode
iays, to Rollin Denniston. a
Minneapolis engineer, who has
been working on hearing improvements for many years.
•

•

•

DR. GOODE say Denniston
and his staff of researchers are
discovering many new facts
about what happens when sounds
are received in the ear and transformed into the neurological
tapulaes that travel to the

• • •

"I don't think any man .who
is President can go into an.
election with Vietnam on his
hands," he said.
He said Nixon will still be
vulnerable on the bread-andbutter issue—the economy—
because "he doesn't control
that situation."
Humphrey made his observations in a meeting with
reporters in his_officl Thursday
in the afterglow of his first
major floor speech since his
return to the Senate. He had
urged the, administration to
abandon its "all or-nothing"
approach to the arms limitation
talks with the Soviet Union and
agree to a mutual freeze on the
deployment of antiballistic missiles while talks continue on
more difficult arms issues.

"THE CATCH for the deaf
person," says Dr. Coode, "is to
use a practical device that will
electronically trick the brain
into thinking it has ieceived
'normal' sound waves." /
The three major problems
now facing the scientists at
Stanford and Minneapolis are
these: exactly how long can the
implant device operate without
too much expense'? How long
can the device rernaia implantecland perform a praetical job,
What are the most efficient
ways to provide proper power
MURRAY, Ky., March 27 —
to the implant?
Calloway County Judge Robert
One important fact is agreed
upon: wires passing through the 0. Miller will be included among
skin is unsatisfactory because speakers at the annual meeting
of possible irritation and infec- of the Kentucky Public Health
Association in Louisville April
tion.
• • •
6, 7 and 8.
AN inter-related study is also
He will take part in a panei
being' clone at Stanford on the discussion of health issues in the
delicate and complicated probpublic forum. Others on the
lem of devetoping practical implants for the inner ear. In panel will be Tim. Lee Carter,
charge is Dr. F. Blair Simmons, U.S. Representative from the
who thus far has tested these 5th DIStrict anti Darvin Allen,
implants only on animals, es- state representative from Knott
pecially on cats.
and Magoffin counties.
Dr. Simmons will make furGov. Louie B. Nunn will be
ther tests, using humans as the
keynote speaker at the
deaf subjects. A vital fact he
meeting, and several nationally
already knows is that the implant method probably will not known public health officials
work in the case of deaf per- will be on the program.
sons whose hearing nerve is deAMES, Iowa r UPI i—Pete
fective. He finds that in some
cases in his impact tests on Daland of southern California
animals, a variety of sounds has been named coach of the
have been received, following' yea'r by the College Swimming
electrical stimulation.
Coaches Association.
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More than 100 congressmen wants the Senate to ifteruire
had joined in introducing legisla- into Secretary of Comtion to compel Hardin to raise merce Maurice H. Stans'
the milk support price ip 4 (abtive) $318,000 stock interest in a Penn Central
least M per cent of parity.
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By LeROY POPE
weeding out the irrelevant as a
UPI Business Writer
human researcher would, someNEW YORK tUPI—Can the thing no computer has done
up
electronic computer be made to to now.
think after all?
Bowling and Russell say the
When the firet computers key te Zeus-Athena is
their
were built more than 20 years Universal Set Theory
by which
ago_they were popularly called information is not
classified
'Nlectronic brains." but the according to its own
field but to
**scientists soon warned that many , fields. They
spent 18
computers are only super years working but
the system.
.7a1culating machines They As a result, they spend 18
years
certainly can't think.
working out the system As a
But now a firm in Colorado result, they claim Zeus
-Athena
Springs called Casyndekan says can go far beyond
other
it has developed a Acomputer methods of
computer problem
information system that is "the solving for business,
science
first automated extension of the (including medicine), governhuman thinking process."
ment and education.
If you want to be technical,
Another company seeking to
that isn't an actual promise to
make a big box of electronic Make'lhought" part Of the
gadgets think like—the human computer is Datran of Vienna,
brain. However, Casyndekan's Va. Datran says computer
founders, Charles Bowling and simulation
has been
now
Prof. James Russell of the U.S. refined so that it can reach
Naval Academy, promise a logical conclusions about the
future. Datran primarily is
result about equal to that.
They call their new informa- interested in getting overntion system Zeus-Athena after ment permission to build a data
the Greek father ..-of the gods communications network using
and the goddess of wisdom. microwave, laser and cable
They say it enables computers techniques to enable computers
for the first time to process to talk to each other without
data conceptually as the telephone channels. Edward
. human mind does, which comes Berg, Datran vice president,
very close to thinking.
thinks predicting the future,
They also claim 7,eus-Atherta which requires the computer to
can retrieve data conceptually exercise advanced 'logic, will be
—selecting related data and a big part of the mark').
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Model No. 130r410
25- Cut 5
An action leader in the popular rear engine style,
with a modest price tag! Gals (and Guys).love the
easy handling with its short.28" turning radius.
Engine and fumes are behind the seat, giving a
cooler, more comfortable ride. Cutting height adjustable from the seat. Automotive disc brakes.
Single speed transmission.

The top of the rear engine series designed with. a
flourish of most wanted features. Automatic drive'
gives gradual speeds-to 7 mptr Both units highlighted by a 30" "full floating" deck with twin
blades and belt drive, blade disengagement, automotive differential, disc brakes and automatic
parking brake. Model No. 130-430 includes key
ignition starting with 12-volt battery and plug-in
charger.

Reg. '249.95

gy

95

SAVE '50.00!$399

MTD
Lawn Mower

MTD 3 M.P. TILLER—MODEL 210-100
Powered by 3 h p., 4-cycle Briggs & Stratton engine
with recoil starter. Heavy-duty gear ca.se-4 adjustable bearings with external take-up Ground, polished shafting-12- unbreakable tines. Fingertip
throttle and clutch controls Reinforced double-diac
8 wheels Bronco Red finish.
U 223 3276-50 (W)

MTD 4 H.P. TILLER WITH
REVERSE—MODEL 210-350
4 hp., 4-cycle Briggs & Stratton
engine produces real digging power.
14"
. tines, extra-heavy gear case, 4
adjustable roller bearings, easy
recoil starting, heavy-duty cast iron
fly-itheel. Reverse movement is
safe, positive, with new control disc
that eliminates gears and twisted
belts. Easy wheel adjustment.
Hiland Green finish.
U 223-3277-50 (IV)

Directly From Factory t Our Store . . .
You save SUM!!
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No Middle Man

We Trade for Anything — Easy Payments — Terms
Shop Early... 4 Days Only!
SALE STARTS MARCH 31 - APRIL 3
* Open Friday Nights Till 8:00 *
We Stock Parts for All MTD Mowers and Tillers We Sell

210 Main

BILBREY'S
P..

••• 4111,

$ 1 99
"

'
Reg.449.95

*-x- HIGHLANDER CENTER .y-)(SELF-SERVICE
X*
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30- Cut 8 H.P.
Electric Start

Miller Will Speak
At Louiaville Meet

Firm Develops Computer
That It Says Tan Think'

er_

Truckload Sale!
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Trigg Wins...
iContinued from Page!)

Quotes
From The
News

junior division, and Christian
County, drama, will also compete.
Dr. Ray Mofield, manager of By Soiled Press International
the First Region meet for the AUSTIN, Tex.-H.V. Holt,
Kentucky High Sëhool Speech who has lost three of his 10
League, said about 150 students, children to a hereditary kidney
at Murray.
competed
disease and has two others
441
The complete list of superiors taking expensive treatments to
in the various events LS::
keep them alive, reflecting on
Senior High Division: Ex- his financial troubles:
.4- .
temporaneous speaking-Boys: -I can't say I'm optimistic.
Lance Wiist, Trigg; and Mark Do $20,000 behind right now
Feather, Lone Oak.
and so much goes out each
_Assists/
Extemporeanous speaking- month. I'm a bread salesman. I
Ballard;
Dyer,
Tone
Ballard;
Club
Hinkle,
4-H
PLANNING DC TRIP - Sixteen
Girls: Liz Lackey, Paducah don't make that kind of money.
LaVisrda Young, Ballard. Second row • David
members from the West Kentucky area
Tilghman; and Deborah Gray, It's all I can do to keep up with
Cardwell,
Beverly
county;
Adams, Futton
assembled in the County Extension Agent's
Trigg County.
Bugg,
the daily bills."
Libby
Fulton;
Cardweli,
Fulton; Barry
Thursday to
office in the courthouse
Analysis of a Public Address:
Yarbro, Futton; Nancy
Ginger
C.
D.
Hickman;
Washington,
to
trip
week's
a
plan for
Steven Frith,Fort Campbell; and WASHINGTON-Rep. Wright
Rudy, Ballard. Third row • Jessie McNeill,
April 10-17. Each person will pay his own
Futton;
Langford,
Tim
of
County;
Stewart, Paducah Tilgh- Patman, D-Tex., chairman of
ways
Futton
III,
the
of
'Susan
more
learn
to
way on the trip
, Diane Potts,
Vickie WhItis, G
man.
the House Banking Committee,
the federal government during the
McCracken; Ricky Turner, Ballard; and Mrs.
banks and
the
Original Oratory: Mark Nicol criticizing
Citizenship Short Course for Kentucky
Marietta Clements, leader from Union
and Shelly Trapp, Paducah investment firms that sold 1.8
4-Hers. Those planning to make the trip
County.
from West Kentucky are pictured as follows&
Tilghman; Laura Sills, Calloway million shares of Penn Central
(i-Pbeio by Graham Wilkins)
First row • Robert Brelsford, Calloway
County; Ronnie Telford, Heath; stock in a period of less than
Cara
this year discuss their filing and
County. James Jarrett. Calloway:
Mark Etherton, Murray High; three months before the firm
Three Kentucky State Senators who are seeking reelection
J. C. Carter, R-Scottsville,
Senator
right:
to
left
From
capitol.
and John Goode, Trigg County. filed for bankruptcy:
campaigns in Frankfort at the state
ville, Sen. Hubbard,
Drama- -The purchasers of this stock Senator Carroll Hubbard, D-Mayfield, and Senator Francis M. Burke, D-Pike
Interpretative
of State's Office this
Secretary
the
in
papers
candidacy
his
filed
County,
were
Serious: Becky O'Neal, Hickman can rightfully feel they
who represents Calloway
(Continued from Page 1 i
County; Paula Parker aand Dan victims of a massive shell morning.
retained control and the ComTinsley, Murray High; Kathy game carried on by financial
and CommuSoviet
new
Massive
(UPI):
LONDON
munists withdrew.
Rutherford and Calandra Watts, entities in a position to know
reached
have
recently
shipments
arms
Chinese
nist
It was the heaviest cost of
Trigg County.
are on the way, diplomatic
more
the innermost financial secrets
and
Vietnam
North
American lives in Indochina in
Drama- of the Penn Central organizaInterpretative
sources said today.
1969,
one day since Feb. 24,
Humorous: Liese Lillard, Fort tion."
The shipments include automatic weapons, heavy
when North Vietnamese troops
Campbell; Doris Turner,
They were designed to make up
rockets.
and
armor
killed 36 U.S. Marines and
Amari
Calloway; Louise Strickland,.
partly for the losses suffered by the North Vietwounded 97 others in coordinatnamese during .the American action in Cambodia
Hopkinsville; Tommy Scruggs, Obadele, leader of the Republic
ed assaults on two bases near
mid the American-backed South Vietnamese action
vernment to preserve, the cenHeath; Chip Sanders, Paducah of New Africa, which has
FRANKFORT, Ky.-First
in Laos, the reports said.
the Demilitarized Zone (DMZ),
brick and brownturies-old
Tilghman; and Debbie Grigsby moved onto 20 acres of pasture
State Senator Carroll
District
BROWN
J.
MURRAY
By
said.
officers
U.S. command
The flow of arms from Moscow slowed chitin
stone houses, cobbled streets Hubbard, D-Mayfield, filed for
will be the "capital"
and Joe Wright, Trigg.
which
land
Editor
Travel
UPI
it
The base was not involved in
considerably last year and the year .before, but
and brick sidewalks. Some of
Oral Interpeetation of Poetry: of the group's efforts to create
here today in the office
has been resumed fully folltwing the new developthe recent incursion into Laos
BOSTON (UPI) - Despite the stately mansions are open reelection
Stallons
across
Bob
nation
and
black
Sivills
Jane
separate
a
of state.
secretary
the
of
ments in the Southeast Asian conflict and the speheard,
have
may
you
and is 144 aides southeast of
what
to the public.
Calhoun, five states:
Carolyn
Trigg;
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Hanoi's
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destroy
who represents
33,
decision
American
cific
Hubbard,
home
for
the
rs
than
more
Khe Sanh, headquarte
Hopkinsville; Katie Kemp, "Our whole plats is to Boston is arid the cod where
deports and supplies in Cambodia and along theta*
For the culturally inclined Calloway, Carlisle, Fulton,
bean
the
of
American support for the
Calloway; Waggle Battle; establish our own nation. The
Chi Minh trail in Laos, the reports said.
the Lowells speak only to the there is the world-renowned Graves and Rickman Counties,is
Laotian operation to cut the Ho
Murray High; Angela Grooms, U.S., government can continue Cabots and the Cabots talk Boston. Symphony Orchestra, serving his first term in the
trail.
supply
Chi Minh
Heath; and Yvette Smith, to exist."
out of which grew the Hoe-' Kentucky General Assembly.
only to God.
Christian County,
ton Pops Orchestra which gives
which
city
interesting
an
It's
A Murray native, Hubbard is a
with the builder going all
Oral Interpretation of Prose':
a wide varie- free concerts during the sum- partner in the Mayfield law firm
visitors
offer
can
startbefore
the
house
around
Barbara Brittain, Calloway;
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TWO STORY house with two car
garage, across from new high
school on Johnson Blvd. Four
bedrooms,21
/
2 baths, living room,
dining room, kitchen with builtins, large den with fire-place.
M30(
Phone 753-3058.
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Eat Your Home

Daylight time

9P11911119
Are Poison

New fight brewing: Should
BY POWELL LINDSAY
Scripps-Howard Staff Writer
WASHINGTON: Efforts are under
way to pry the lid off one of the
nation's most controversial issues-Daylight Saving Time (DST).
Sponsors of the 1966 Uniform Time
Act hoped they had ended the squabble
once and for all by making DST mandatory from the last Sunday in April until
the last Sunday in October, except in
states which opted for Standard Time
statewide.
But among proposals now before
Congress are ones which would:

THREE BEDROOM house, with
two baths. Can be used as two
apartments. Phone 753M30C
2588.
ABSOLUTELY MUST sell three
bedroom brick on 34 acres.
$16,000.00 asking price. Any
reasonable offer will be accepted.
Phone 436-2458.
A2NC

Protect YourtHome!
Do not be deceived! Termites work 24 hours
a day the year round ... Winter and Summer
CALL TODAY FOR FREE INSPECTION

RAILROAD WELDING and 430 JOHN Deere tractor and
ACRE farm with a 'good,
wrought iron shop. East Maple equipment or trade for a late 117
Street, across from Murray model truck and camper Phone completely furnished house gas
heat, 3 bedrooms, washer-dryer, wer
Lumber Co., owned by Dan 435-4255.
M31P TV, etc., 3 car garage building,
Hutson, operated by Bandi.'
and
good open land, 3 miles east of
Phone 753-1933.
APRIL7C 1966 300 Honda Scrambler and 2
Almo. Just bring your clothes and
helmets. Good Conditiop. $325.00.
move in.
FOR ALL your home alterations Phone 753-9273 after 5 p.m. M31P
100 S. 13th Street
Murray, Ky.
repairs, remodeling, etc. new or
70 ACRES open land, fenced,
753-3914 Day or Nite
Phone
yourself
BRACE
for
a
thrill
the
old. Free estimates. Call 753spring fed ponds, has been used
March 29NC first time you use Blue Lustre to for raising hogs. Near New
6123.
Home Owned and Operated Over 20 Years
clean rugs. Rent electric
Concord.
fr Licensed by State of Kentucky
FURNITURE REFINISHING. shampooer $1. Western Auto,
r Member Chamber of Commerce
All work guaranteed. Free Home of the Wishing
LAKE SHORE lot with good
M31C concrete block house, electric,
pickup and delivery. Free Well."
estimate. Antique or natural.
water, septic system, good acREDUCE SAFE & fast with cess road. Cypress Creek area.
finish. Jerry McCoy,753FOR SALE
HELP WANTED
3045.
March 31C GoBese tablets & E-Vap "water $8,500.
pills" Holland Drug Store. M31C
EARN MONEY at home. Full or
PRICE MOBILE
22 ACRE farm including 16 acres
INCOME TAX preperation,
part time. For details send self
HOME CENTER
reasonable rates. No over head, CRE9SOTED POLES, for pole fenced pasture, pond, barn, 2.
addressed envelop-stamped and
farm and small business. $10.00. harn construction, utility poles bedroom ranch style house built
25c to B. and A. Enterprises. Dept
Homes from '2,995k
For further information phone and boat docks. Murray Lumber 1969. Near Almo. $12,600.
A-IM, Post Office Box 278.
low as '195' Down
437-4662.
lit Co. Maple Street, Murray,
Mayfield, Ky. 42066.
M29(
Ky.
ITC WE HAVE other lake and farm H... 6413. Phone 753-3640
Murraa.--Ity.-14tort---to 'WANTED AT Once; Trainee fot
IVUTOMOTIVE----air
property available. List y'our
Holiday Inn
compressors. Rebuilt, $40 each REMOVE carpet- paths and property with us.
management; inside position,
GM,Ford, Chrysler, R. C. Evans, spots; fluff beaten down nap with
Ith or without a college degree.
about
our
Ask
rental
,!ary while 'tfaining 6425.00 a
Route 3, Murray.
May 1P Blue Eristre. Rent shampooer $1. Claude L. Miller Real Estatepurchase plan, up to to
Big K.
A3C 5.1-1 & Main Street 753-5064
, nth. Jobs Unlimited EmFOR EXPERIENCED work in
finance.
yrnent' Agency, 1627 BroadClaude Miller 753-3058
SPINET-CONSOLE PIANO
landscaping, mowing, planting,
iy, Faducah, Ky.,442John Neubauer 753-7531.
Wanted responsible party to
pruning and in the making of
8161.
NOTICE
M30C
M31C
flower beds. Call 753-6051. M31C take over spinet piano. Easy
terms. Can be seen locally. Write
EXPERIENCED COOK; must
FOR SALE
Credit Manager, P. 0. Box 276
be neat, efficient and have good
HELP WANTED
Shelbyville, Indiana 46176. A6P
SPRI
NG
references. Good working coos
EINNVILLE SHOE Store just
time to
LADIES: TWO openings: full or
downs. Afternoon shift, full time
received a large shipment of
AUTOS FOR SALE
\%ork. No phone calls. Apply
women's and children's spring
,part time. Excellent earnings. No
experience necessary. For in- 70 CHEVROLET Malibu, two shoes. Also have bags to match.
Colonial House Smorgasbord.
terview appointment call 753-1711 door hardtop. Black vinyl in- All the latest colors. All famous
A IC
between hours of 6:00 and 9:00 terior. 7,000 miles, warrenty name brands. Latest spring boots
p.iii
M31C book. Black vinyl top, power arriving daily. All low discount
FOR RENT
brakes and steering. 1968 prices. Open from 9:00 a.m. - 6:30
Firebird 400, American mags p.m., six days a week, Sundays
IN MEMORY
IIINiapic St.
753-3642
FURNISHED
APARTMENT;
M31
from 1:00 - 5:00 p.m.
with new tires. Phone 753electric heat, private entrance.
In loving memory of my dear 2521.
M30C
Near college. Phone 753CUB TRAcTud; mower, plow,
husband, Purn Nance. It was
6564.
TFNC
FOR RENT
March 28, 1966 about 6:00 that 1965 DODGE 440, four door, V8, disc and cultivator. New paint
someone left here dear to me, he factory air, power brakes and job. Phone Clinton 653-6201, after
M3OP SMALL FURNISHED apart- TWO STORY house. unfurnished
did not leave by his own chance, steering, new battery, brakes,
ment, for man or woman. 220 South 12th Street. Three
is heart just quit and stilled his carburetor and tires. Phone 753MUST SELL immediately Available April 1. Phone 753bedrooms, 1-2 baths, gas heat,
voice. He loved his work and he 1499 or 753-3080
M29(
M31(7 garage, girden, etc. Phone 753-( moving) 18,000 BTU air- 7506.
loved to live, but was never
4765.
M29P
content till he could give his best: 1970 VOLKSWAGEN, twiny ronditioner, used only one
to his family, his church, and his-mobile, cash or equity and take summer. Admiral refrigerator.
Five piece living room suite, used
LOST & FOUND
neighbors too, from whom he over payments. Phone 492ROOM FOR a man, available
only four months. 8 track stereo
loved his whole life through. He 8425.
M29c
tape player, plus speakers. LOST: THREE year old mate immediately. Apartments for
was a good companion for many 1961 FORD,
6 cylinder standard Phone 753-3509 after 600 p.m.
German Shepherd, black and summer. Zimmerman Apartyears, and his passing has transmission.
Good condition. M3OP
silver, answers to name of ments, South 16th Street. Phone
brought me many tears. As time Must sell. Phone 753-7222.
M3OP
Stoney. Reward offered. Phone 753-6609.
M29C
goes by my thoughts often rome
M29
3 HERDS OF Chinchilla from 753-7140 after 4:00 p.m.
to my loved one, who has gone to
FOR SALE OR RENT
certified stock, $400.00. Also Toy
UNFURNISHED HOUSE in
his heavenly home.
FOR RENT
Poodles, Chinese Pugs, Irish
North Hazel, 4 rooms, electric
THREE
BEDROOM
brick
house,
Rozelle Nance & Family
12X44. heat,fully carpeted, large garden
HOMf„
Setters, birds. 12 aquariums, MOBII.E
ITC two baths. Possession April 1.
m29c, complete with fish, (cheap). Available April 1st. Phone 753- space, air-conditioning, $75.00
Phone 753-2987.
M30C per month. Available now. Phone
Phone 753-1862.
Apri122( 2358.
NOTICE
492-8271.
M29C
BUSINESS OPPORTUNITY
EFFICIENCY APARTMENTS
1968
MOBILE
Home.
Air:
ELECTROLUX SALES & Serfor students across street from
conditioned and house carpet
vice, Box 213, Murray, Ky. C. M.
Private
campus.
parking Hoiden
in 'Revengers'
throughout.
In
excellent
shape
Sanders, phone 382-2468, Farprovided. Available April 1st.
WOULD YOU
and
perfect
for
small
family.
HOLLYWQ0D
(UPI)
mington, Kentucky.
Phone 753-4342.
Aprill2(
M30(
INVEST $600 TO
Better than renting.Phone 753Cinema Center Films signed
William Holden to star in "The
6737 after 5:00 p.m.
M29
FOR SALE
START A BUSINESS
WANTED TO BUY
Revengers" to shoot on locaTHAT COULD
tions in Mexico.
TWO REGISTER) Polled
WANT TO BUY; togs and
Since 1925 •
grow Grow GROW??
Hereford bulls. Lamplighter
standing timber. Also have for
if it's musical . . .it's at
blood line and over a year old.
sale lumber and sawdust.
LEACH'S MUSIC & TA"
Then you are interested in the Ull
See Hewlett Cooper or call 753Murray Saw Mill and Lumber ro,
Snack Shop Vending Machine. Ull
Now in the Dixieland
Snack Shops are a proven business
3336 after 5:00.
r
M29I
Phone 753-4147.
Shopping Center
opportunity in a growing $5 billion
Phone-753-7575
market, a market in which 80%
•
of the business is done by small
FIVE REGISTERED Jersey
independent operators.
USED Trailers, also used air
FOR SALE
cows. 10 grade Jersey. One PTO
conditioners or what have you.
Your $600 to $1500 investment covgrass seeder. Phone 435See Brandon Dill at Dill's Trailer
ers machines and inventory. with no
hidden cost or fees. No experience
5295.
M31C
Court after 4 p.m.
man)
Is necessary, and you make no persona) sales calls_ We will train you,
ZENITH PORTABLE television
counsel you. and secure your loca,
with stand, 6 months old. See at
You
tions
service
the
business
in
FOR SALE
your spare time, in your own car, at Shady Oaks Trailer Park;
your
own
pace The growth of your
Innummoimor business will
Trailer 53 after 5:00 p.m. M29P SAVE $40-$45 on all frost',
depend on your will.
Refrigerator with big 153-lb.
ingness
to
work
and
your
desire
to
FOR SALE
succeed.
HAVE YOUR own trouble free Freezer. Separate cold conTV tower with U.H.F.+V.H.F. trols for each section.
If you are a man who believes In
aid F.M. stereo. Jerry's TV and SAVE $40445 on Warming
success and wants to see a small
Investment grow into big dividends, Tower installation, Box 239,
elf Range with continuous
fill out the coupon tietow
Mayfield. Days, 247-7410 or
can oven that cleans while
M31C you cook. Gas or elec. Reg
1111M111111P rri, tits, 247-8099.
D I
299.95, white-304.95, colors.
NATIONALLY ADVERTISED BRANDS
14 ft aluminum john boat, 5 horse, NOW YOUR CHOICE 259 811
Also ... BIG
1270 Profit Drove Dallas, 'Naas 75247
STUDENT PREXY - New
1952 model. Johnson mofor. wl)ite-colors.
I sna ontarestall on anon infOrlItetiOtt
*INCLUDES $20 Bte\
ciregident of the student
about main ng money In the rending
8150.00. Phone 753-6626 after 5:
STEREO SALE
buiorwass I nsna s ear end 6 I hats
body at the University of
M30C SAVINGS for Catalog St •
PP mei wan. to/ne
I ca. Invest $600 on a nuts
South Carolina, Columbia,
Agency Customers:
ON NOW!!
0'
I can 'avast 51500 on a nate.
is Harry Walker (abilve),
BUY BOTH FOR
SEARS 1969 Portable dishwho received 54 per cent
Service Center
. ONLY 499.76'
washer, gold lined drapes, new,
Na.,.
of the vote. Walker, 21,
Transportation eaten
81 inches long, several sections.
Central
from Greenville, S.C., said
Revolving clothesline. Turkish
city
he 'did, not campaign on a
Shopping Center
MONTGOMERY WART)
hooking lamp. Kenivorxi am-fm
latten•( )
racial platform, and he atCatalog Agency
multiplex 40 watt. Phone 753Phone /53-5865
Dept 4582
tributes his victory io help
510 Main 753•1906
8625
M301-)
from both whites. blacks.

Kelley's Termite
Pest Control

Awr
UP
Point
Hughes
Store

• Cut the DST observance period in
half, from Memorial Day to Labor Day.
• Give states split into two times
zones. including Indiana, Kentucky,
Tennessee and Texas, among others,
the right to permit their intrastate
zones to choose whether to adopt "fast
time."

•Impose DST the year round.
The Senate Commerce Committee
yesterday heard witnessesdrom Indiana
and Kentucky urge that the 1966 law be
changed. Some wanted DST limited to
the summer months. Other wanted
more flexibility given two-time-zone

Tv notes
- -NEW-YORK (4.1P1)- Two
CBS daytime serials, "As the
World Turns" and "The Edge
of Night," began their 16th
seasons in April. The former
still has four of the original
cast members working. Walter
Greaza has gone the distance
for "The Edge °Might."
*
That cinematic perennial,
"The Wizard of Oz," goes again
for two hours on NBC at 6:30
p.m. April 18. No cast changes
here. If you saw it in a movie
house- in its debut year of
1939-well, that makes you 32
years older. An evergreen memorial to the late Judy Garland.

DST be cut or extended
states, a proposal the Nixon administration favors.
DST, THE PRACTICE of turning the
clock ahead one hour to provide longer
daylight for recreation in the summer
evening hours, is popular among workers. It is unpopular with farmers, whose
livestock pay more attention to sunrise
and sunset than to the clock.
Congressmen from rural areas wail
that school children must get up and
walk a mile or so to the school bus in
pitch dark on fall mornings under DST.
The move to aid states split into two
times zones is being led by Indiana
lawmakers concerned with the plight of
two corners of their state which on
April 25 will be confronted with three
different "times"-Eastern Standard,
Central Standard and Central Daylight.
ALL OF THIS leaves Rep. John E.
Moss (D., Cal.) unmoved. Moss led the
fight for the 1966 uniformity law and
he heads the House Commerce Committee's subcommittee which has jurisdiction over the time law. He doesn't plan
any hearings on any changes in the law.
"I don't think there have been any
reasons advanced which convince me to
open up the question again," said Moss.
"It took so many years for us to get
uniformity."

her first stage stint in six years
with a May 6-29 engagement in
Neil Simon's "Plaza Suite"
comedy at the Huntington
Hartford
Theater in Los
Angeles. fler.4irst,time- in -ak
show without music. The comedienne wound up the taping
of her 1970-71 CBS video,
shows on March 19. Movie
Oscar winner George Kennedy
co-stars in the play.
a..

There will be some program
shifting on NBC for the summer. On June 1, "The ,Bill
Cosby Show" repeats move
from Sunday to tike 7:30-8
p.m. Tuesday' spot, replacing
"Julia," which won't be back
"The Red
Skelton Show
which had its last Monday
night airing of the season's new
programs on March 15, begins
repeats June 6 in the old Cosby
time, 8:30 p.m. Sundays:

* * *

ABC now has in production
in Hollywood the new "Curiosity Shop" children's series
that will become a network fixture in the fall, presumably on
Saturday mornings. Animation,
film, live action and music are
blended.
aa
Carol

Burnett

undertakes

Fruit Growers
To Meet Thursday
A Purchase District Fruit
Growers meeting is scheduled
at 1:30 p.m. Thursday at the
Howard Rottgering orchard at
West Paducah.
The 1971 orchard spray schedules will be distributed and discussed. along with insect and
disease developments. Other

Tempts' Disk
Ranks First
NEW YORK, March 27.(UPI) - The top single records in the pop field this
week based on Billboard's
survey of sales and broadcast play are:
1. "Just My Imagination
Running Away With Me,"
Temptations.
2. "Me and Bobby McGee," Janis Joplin.
3. "For All We Know,"
Carpenters.
4. "She's a Lady," Tom
Jones.
5. "What's Going On,"
Marvin Gaye.
6. "Proud Mary," Ike and
Tina Turner.
7. "Doesn'tSomebody
Want to Be Wanted," Partridge Family.
practices such as tree pruning
and training will be demonstrated and discussed.
The Howard Rottgering orchard at West Paducah is on
Kentucky 305. It also can be
reached by turning north oft
U.S. 60 at Barkley Field west
of Paducah.

Indever You NeedhyTime...
//

SAVE '40-110*
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At the same time, the
ICC criticzed railroads
freight service and ordered the roads to submit
quarterly reports on what
they are doing to make improvements. The conuniesioners, however, turned
down a proposal to force
railroads to pay penalties
to shippers tor poor service

Some railroads granted rate hikes

Mousing

Highways & Urban
Mass Transit System
federal High-Risk
Insurance Programs

(UP I):
WASHINGTON
The Interstate Commerce
Commission has granted
freight rate increases averaging about 12 per cent to
the nation's railroads.
The railroads had asked

-fo-be—c-Oni-Olite-without a representative from the rose family.
Roses can be set as single
plants in a lawn or can be
grouped in a bed. Attention
should also be given to summer
flowering bUlbs .which are
planted in the spring. Some
of the bulbs must be dug up
in the fall and stored in a cool,
dry place for replanting again
Editor's Note: The coming planted where'they will shade
if spring is a special time, es- small crops, and rows should the next spring.
Proper care for most vegetpecially for gardeners. This is not be run up and down a
ible and fliSwer gardens inthe first of three articles pro- slope.
:dudes surface cultivating or
viding some tips for the new Flower garden
'toeing just often enough to
gardener and some reminders
flowei
If you're planning a
xmtrol weeds. Mulching with
for the veteran.
;Arden, it's a good ea to straw, grass clippings or leaves
By JIM H1LDRETH
separate annuals from peren- for vegetables and peat mossUnited Press International
.iials. Many of the annual
chips for
like fine tend to choke out perennials. pine bark or wood control
Good gardens
flowers also helps to
be
homes . . . need the proper
can
perennials
Most
weeds and conserve moisture.,
site and a firm foundation.
started from seed indoors and
Watering is best done during
whether
And this is true
in cold frames. More often daylight hours with a soaking
/ you've decided to grow prize than annuals, however they
type hose rather than a sprinkroses or the best tomatoes in
are purchased as small planti ler and a good soaking once
the neighborhood or both.
from a reputable local nur
a week is better than several
The best site for a flower or sery Mtn.
light sprinklings:. Don't devegetable garden is one that
ut
Although they come
to- pro*he sliatent NSA/la dolY W25 year afteagOar, perennials need pend on the weather the
garvide enough water for
and is well drained. To mist
drainage at a proposed garden constant care to blossom most den.
Some perennials and sumsite, dig a hole about 10 inches attractively. They are at their
deep and fill it with water. best when set oft by an ever- mer flowering bulbs will need
The next day, fill it with water green background or wooden additional fertilizing during the
again. Then, if it's empty in fence and can be used as a growing period. Man:. flower,
eight to 10 hours, you needn't flower edging for rock gardens. will provide more luxuriant
for a screen of color or to pro- growth if their tips are light!,
worry about drainage.
uried before they begin to
If water still remains, you vide flower masses using one
r
ud
may have to improve drainage species.
Annuals are best sown
Although the novices may
Sy bedding up the soil and diggrow.
to
are
plants
the
where
it sounds like a lot of
think
of
sides
the
along
furrows
Ong
to
easy
generally
are
They
those who have experiwork,
that
the beds. If you find
Seery rains tend to make gui- grow and provide an excellent enced the delight of growing
a garden know it's worth it.
les in the beds, you may have source of cut or dried flowers.
used
to surround them with wood - The annuals can also be
(Next: How to have a good
.n or masonry walls. Another to fill in beds where shrubs lawn)
say to improve drainage is have been newly planted until
.hrough installation of agricul- bushes grow large enough to
rill the space. They are exural tile.
Once you've chosen the cellent, too, for over-planting
Iroper site and enclosed it beds where the leaves from
vith a fence or hedge to keep spring flowering bulbs will die
?ut stray animals, you can be. away.
In selecting annuals and per:in preparing the soil by plowennials, it's best to choose
ng or spading it to a depth of
those that grow well in your
.ight to 10 inches.
One word of caution...don't area. Your nurseyman or local
start turning the soil over if ‘agricultural agent can assist
I it's too wet. A good test is you in that choice.
Few flower gardens are felt
to make a ball of dirt in your
hand. If the ball fails to
crumble under slight pressure
from your thumb, then the
soil is still too wet to plow
or spode. Crop residues or
weeds can be plowed under
if they are not diseased or
too coarse.
Most garden soils are improved by working a one-inch
layer of sand and a two-inch
layer of peat MONS into the
soil along with proper amounts
of lime and commercial fertilizers. One of the best fer•
tiliters is well-rotted manure
and it should be used heavily.
It also adds much needed organic matter to the soil.
Another source of organic
materiel is a compost heap or
pit which is made from vegetable tops and peelings, grass
clippings, dead leaves and other
plant materials that will easily
pot.
In planting a garden, seeds
can be started in cold frames
arid indoor seedbeds or they
can be started outdoors after
the last frost and when the
soil warms to about 60 degrees.
In planning a vegetable garden. you may want to separate
crops requiring little space such as lettuce, radishes, beets
or spinach - from those requiring more space such as
ELECTRONICS ENGINEER GETS AWARD--The Outstandsw eel corn, pumpkins, melons
ing Handicappod Federal Employe of the Year Award
or potatoes
is presented to Miss Alice Chancellor by Mrs. Richard
Permaisent %egetable plant.
M. Nixon in the auditorium of the Department of Comrhubarb
and
0.p2143:11P
Ilk"
ri(erce in Washington.'Miss Chancellor is an electronics
-.11,oild lie placed u here they
an
engineer at the Army's Electronic Proving Grounds at
to ill not be di.turbeil 111
Fort HAchaca, Ariz., and is self-sufficient despite The
cultiiation
vlowing
thu
loss of both legs and onc_eve
Ise
/Of
I ill

SOVIIT AIMS
FLOWING INTO
SYRIA NOW,
AS WILL AS
INTO EGYPT

for 15 per cent. The new
increase was the fifth since
1968.
The increases vary on a
region-by-region basis, with
eastern railroads getting a
14 per cent increase. and
southern railroads getting a

5
per cent increase tor
shipments traveling only
within the South. In addition, the ICC held Increases
below 12 per cent for some
specific products, including
lumber, gram and some
fruits and vegetables.

Gardens

Good garden- needs
the proper location
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SPECIAL PURCHASE
Ladies Knit
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TUNIC TOPS

2

LADIES

Sling Back Pum
50

COMPARE AT 2.99

REG. 3.79

2

• Manmade shiny crinkle potent
• Large cut out 'amp strap with
brass trim
w• Sling back with adjustable buckle
• New straight heel
• Black or white Sizes 5-10

abl
Wo
bui

Sit

PATENT
Shiny suds clean patent uppers
Strap and buckle styling
Brass stud trim
Black only. Sizes 8'h-3.

mo

Price Smasher

vol
Car

LADIES KNIT TOPS
tremendous

Save 42% on this
asst. :of ladies luta tops in
easy care—Meas. Some IA
and short sleeve in turtle,
11000MPARE mock turtle and V necks.
wirx AT 4.00 Asst prints and solids in
sizes S-M-L.
42

sb 2

'441

,i
4itifiarot
RE G. 2.99

TISSUES

no
bet

100% Polyester short sleeve
knit tunic tops in either V neck
or boat neck In all the newest
shades of spring. Sizes S-M-L.

GIRLS PERT 'N PERTY

KLEENEX
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FOR 300

DELUXE

CHILDREN'S
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I KELLINGS DELUXE

CAN OPENER FLAIR SLACK9 MIX NUTS

200's

9.9
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BOXES100

COMPARE110
AT 1.39

PEG 7.66

REG, 33c
Save now on this great value
of tissues in either white or
assorted colors..

PINK LADY

-Dishwashing
DETERGENT

Comes complete with knife
removeable
and
sharpener
stainless -Steel cutting edge
for easy Cleaning. White or
A vocade.-r

MINI POP

HAIR DRYER—Vreste Basket

SAVE 45C
WITH COUPON

Jumbo Color
Reprints

Tr
Dr.

per
lun
and
by

Reprints from any Kodacolor negative. Save now
with this special offer.

Rt, 69c

9-9 Monday-SaturdaY
12:30-600 Suncioy

No finer deluxe mix of nuts
available at this very special
door buster price. 12 or, can.

tow
Uni

2F0R10
Here's a full '..r; triiion of a
premium quality ,!etergent
that leaves your "'rids soft
and smooth atic,r. vashin9

Mi

0REG. 97c

Choose from an assortment
of newest plaid shades of
spring in perma press fabrics
for easy care. Sizes 3 to 8.

SOFT CAP

83

166
portable hair
Lightweight
dryer. Instant heat assures
you of attaining the newest
hair fashions and style

COMPARE AT 2.49
Hey kids here's the look for
your own pad. Mod, mod, mod,
waste baskets of different
designs: ,• •

Bel-Air Shopping Center
753877?

b..s:KAMERICARD

6FoR990
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NO LIMIT

REG.,1.44
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